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who actually brought the aircraft down, including
those who covered up the tracks, are able to get
Good day, Commander Korton here in light away with murder. This was a hastily prepared
and service. The games and manipulations of your crime scene and the same coverup artists who
adversary are increasing as you move closer to worked on covering up the TWA 800 shoot-down
their deadline for bringing about the elitists’ version also oversaw Kennedy’s removal from the public
of your millennium changeover. It should be a presence.
good time to put your skills to use as to seeing
Kennedy’s sister was not to be trusted either
through the facade of public farce and begin to be with her humanitarian work and her own plans to
a solution to the problem, instead of just another set the world to right. And given that John-John’s
problem by default of non-action. There are plenty magazine provided the perfect outlet for some
of mistakes to be made by the adversary and it will issues the secret government would rather you
be in his mistakes that you gain your greatest knew nothing about, it was only a matter of time
headway over the oppressors to humanity.
before George would become another thorn in the
side of the elite Khazarian Goliath to Kennedy’s
KENNEDY AND BESSETTE BURIAL AT
David. Young people of Kennedy’s generation,
SEA COVERS MURDER EVIDENCE
and those much younger who see him as a person
who could relate to them, create too much of an
By allowing for the burial at sea of the unsteady element in the polling factors and
Bessette women and John F. Kennedy Jr., the ones popularity assessments that your controllers use to
manipulate the masses. This
FIRST-CLASS MAIL demographic was in danger of
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slipping away.
You see, Americans love celebrities, so it
wouldn’t be that hard to sway a goodly portion of
the crowd from the elite’s puppet masters. Jessie
Ventura, a politician who comes across as
someone who genuinely can be on the side of “the
little guy”—yet, still have the power to make the
establishment sweat—is also one who can make a
difference. Whenever you have a total ganging-up
on the odd party member who seems to have
struck a chord with the public you will have proof
and point of focus of someone that can turn things
around.
It is not so much that one candidate is better
than another—as only ones who’ve proven, one
way or another, that they are susceptible to the big
boys end up as candidates—it is more that by
supporting ones who can bring about change, you
are showing the elite that if you come to demand
responsibility AND ACCOUNTABILITY with
your selected and elected leaders, then they cannot
(Continued on page 2)
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get away with the things they are doing to you.
Kennedy’s death means a great deal to many
Americans and people all over your world.
However, there are a lot who do not care for any
political anything, because they know it is these
ones who have set themselves above you who have
caused the world to come into such dire straits.
The hope is to somehow find that one, or possibly
two candidates, who can stand up to the occupiers.
But there are many side distractions that are
equally important and have equally been set up as
staged scenarios made to look like just another
sign of the terrible times you live in. It never
dawns on people that the would-be protectors are
the perpetrators of many a crime in your cities and
communities.

Resendiz, whom authorities were always fully
aware of where he was at all times, were murdered
by more than one killer. The enforcers for the elite
use murder as the chief distractor (and problem
solver) when public manipulation or a suiciding is
needed. The deaths of innocent people have long
been a tool in the arsenal of the adversary because
they know that through fear of death—especially,
horrific or ones that show the loss of innocence as
to youth or “beautiful people”—the masses can be
moved in any direction, very rapidly, by harping on
the crime with the full backing and participation of
the media.
One well planned mass-murder story can cause
OVERNIGHT the loss of the people’s rights in
such a drastic way that to normally effect such
sweeping changes it would literally take a state of
war to be declared. But by staging mini “wars”
and causing them to come across as lone assassins,
emotionally distressed ex-soldiers and disgruntled
public servants and the like, control resources can
be brought in at a moment’s notice and there is no
question by the public as to what all the extra
“hardware” is for. You do not know if those new
assault weapons, razor wire fences, and armored
personnel carriers are going back to the National
Guard or Army base they presumably came from,
and you are never going to be briefed on what all
that firepower was initially going to be used for.

MEXICAN CIA AGENT
PART OF BUSH’S AGENDA
The Mexican national who is suspected of a
string of railway murders that seemed to have the
authorities baffled was on the payroll and in the
employ of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Neither his education and training, nor his frequent
times of being in police custody, fit the trainhopping hobo the media has been describing to
you.
Governor George Bush Jr., and the portion of
the Bush crime family that is under his control,
utilize thousands of Mexican CIA contract killers
and paramilitary covert action teams and others
that are from south of your border. During secret
wars such as the very public Bay of Pigs invasion
attempt in Cuba, many natives and villagers are
recruited into the CIA to be the waiting-and-ready
army that will be at the beck and call of the elite
conspirators. Whether they come pouring into the
U.S. and help with the duty of collecting your guns
in door-to-door searches headed by the U.N., or
remain the private special army (among many
scattered throughout the world) of the Bush
family, is not the gravest of concerns. What
should be in point is the fact that these armed
terrorists being trained and equipped with taxpayer
funds and proceeds from illegal black-market arms
sales will be the only ones with guns when you’ve
turned all yours in.
The troops that are to march over your
liberties don’t have to be flown in like the Allied
Forces in Kosovo, they are already on U.S. soil. It
is going to take a lot more than simple
maneuvering to deal with standing armies ready to
jump at the throats of unsuspecting Americans who
thought they were safe in their own yards. The
New World Order politicians are moving their
chess pieces around to checkmate you—and you
didn’t know you were playing the game. So, it is
not advisable to attack an enemy who has such an
advantage over you. You cannot win a battle
against an opponent who has ALL the advantages.
The people who were presumably killed by

THE WAR-GAMERS ARE YOUR JAILERS
The participants of the war games that are
occurring around many of your southern and
coastal cities are the enforcers for the secret
government. Even the Americans who are a part
of the hidden force that believe themselves to be in
harmless readiness exercises are going to be used
in the confiscating of your arms. And if they don’t
cooperate they will be arrested along with the
owners of the guns.
War games are not held to stretch muscles and
practice shooting blanks, they are a most deadly
game of cat and mouse mixed with musical
chairs—but when the music stops the shooting
starts. The readiness for all out war is in the air
and the military leadership is fully aware of the
implications of just such a scenario on U.S. soil.
That is why those officers who had the
opportunity, moved their families out of your
country. They know that something big is looming
over the horizon, but as usual, the public is kept
totally in the dark.
Taiwan is being readied as a major hot spot in
the thrust to get you fighting with China before the
month is out. No matter what Albright is telling
you about the situation, her meeting was not to
make a bid for peace—her intentions with China
are the same as they were (and are) for Serbia: to
get air strikes started and send in ground troops as
quickly as possible.
The U.S. is the big stick for Israel, chelas, and
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it is a very formidable stick if you are not
concerned with all those innocent people that will
become casualties. The Khazar Jews are going to
be in their shelters waiting out the storm, so they
are not looking at the real picture of what a war
will do to you. They have never taken into
account your surviving even the lightest of military
exchanges on your soil with an enemy nation.
This is something for which you are going to
be held responsible, because there is an allowance
of ignorance to a certain point, but you have
grown enough to be able to see what will happen
if you continue being the aggressor to the world’s
“Hitlers”.
The conjured tyrants such as a new fuhrer or
renegade CIA man, Bin Laden, give the excuse for
the MJ-12 covert action teams to blow up
buildings like the Federal Building in Oklahoma or
the new target of FBI headquarters in Washington.
These hints as to what a terrorist—who they are
supposed to know next to nothing about, certainly
they have no clue as to his current whereabouts
(super-spying capabilities put aside for a
moment)—is going to strike next are clues as to
what your own bad boys are planning.
STALKERS ARE NECESSARY
TO THE PLAN
There need to be plenty of scary stories and
media examples of the stalker loose in the minds of
the people, for it allows a large outlay of funds and
legal maneuvering to take place THAT IS
AGAINST THE PEOPLE AND THEIR
REMAINING SOVEREIGNTY. The “Son of
Sam” killings, celebrity stalkings and the serial
killings of people (women and children have a
greater impact in the media spin techniques that are
used) in isolated or “safe communities”, are
brought back in the public eye through movies
developed by the Khazarian Hollywood film
factory. Their job is to see to it that the buzz of
fear of crazed individuals stays in the air while
Congress passes laws that promise to save you
from those unstable people.
Even the new killer for the Yosemite murders
has much more to do with getting a populace in
line than solving a case of missing tourists in your
vacation spots. All these things are being done to
keep the stories fresh in your minds. As long as
the nation remains in a perpetual state of panic you
can be controlled.
The laws that are quietly being drafted and
passed are done so under the shadow of a legal
national emergency. The public does not even
have to be aware of the emergency or that you are
under emergency regulations—however, THE
BUREAUCRACY IS! THEY ARE BEING
BRIBED AND BLACKMAILED TO SIGN
THOSE BILLS INTO LAW. IT IS THE
“STATE OF EMERGENCY” THAT ALLOWS
FOR THE LAWS TO BE PASSED WITHOUT A
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LENGTHY EXPLANATION AS TO WHY IT
WAS NECESSARY.
That’s why it is important for the counterterrorism units, such as the FBI and local law
enforcement agencies, to continually ensure that a
“threat” exists—even if the units have to plan and
carry out the threat themselves.
There is not a terrorist incident of any
importance—particularly the two embassy
bombings being blamed on Bin Laden—that is not
a carefully planned offensive. The personnel with
the know-how and the resources to carry out such
attacks on foreign, civilian or investigative agencies
like the FBI, are not the Islamic fanatics that are
portrayed as being not too bright. Yet they are
accused of being so sophisticated that your most
modern 21st century sleuths can barely keep up
with a Third-World strongman wannabe? Either
your national security establishment is not very
intelligent or they are greatly playing down their
abilities and capabilities.

could glean from modified banking and weather Even after the experiment, the public is left with
satellites. The stuff you needed out there was not the mystery of what happened and to sort out the
going to be allowed. And every time you psychological loose ends on their own. The
attempted to sneak one up, the launch usually Psycho-active process is something you ones need
ended in failure—another unexplained rocket to learn about.
mishap in a growing list of them. To be the first
MONTAUK FACILITY EFFECTS
to put a man on the Moon you sure were having
a lot of trouble with just getting something into
The Montauk Project studied, among other
Earth orbit, so it is no wonder that astronauts are
being killed or
things,
the
threatened
to
The scientists wanted to see what e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c
effects on human
downplay
the
would happen to human beings who were beings. Most people
importance of the
placed in front of a multi-gigawatt believe
it
is
Moon. While the
transmitter.
U.S. was struggling
impossible
to
with its rocket
They sat them down where they could influence the way
failures, Russia was
be focused on and threw the switch. people think and
with
steadily
sending
Naturally the people were cooked alive. A behave
electromagnetics.
rockets into space.
lot of people were killed this way. Finally, Congress read a
With a space program
someone got the idea to use non-Hertzian report about what
that is at least ten
rays—the non-burning rays; they turned could be achieved
times more active
than yours, do you
the antenna around and they aimed the and wanted no part
really think Mir is as
gain horn through the reflector at the of such a weapon
decrepit and useless
target person. This yielded results. They system. They feared
it would be used to
as it is made out to
discovered
they
were
able
to
direct
mood
control them (too
be?
control
from
a
distance
by
ELF
late). Congress did
And do you think
(Extremely
Low
Frequency),
modulating
not want work to go
that in 30 years since
further on this project
you’ve been to the
the transmitter and changing the mood.
and naively thought
Moon
that
the
that
that
was
the
end
of
it.
The scientists who
Russians have not mastered that technology yet?
They have wondrous duplicates of all your fighter wanted the project to continue went to the military
and commercial aircraft, and have some of their and told them that they could give them a weapon
own designs that have proven to be successful— that will make the enemy lay down their arms.
The military didn’t pass up the opportunity to
but yet, they have not dreamed of sending a lunar
excursion module to the Moon??? Just because learn more about this project and earmarked “black
America’s been there is the Moon now off-limits? project” funds to begin in earnest. The scientists
Use reason; it must be a conspiracy, because by were offered the use of the old base at Montauk.
definition if two or more people know of There were several steps in setting up the facility
something, especially that which is of political for testing. The first was unofficially the
significance, and are using every means available to “microwave oven” step. The scientists wanted to
hide the truth (or even the possibility of meaningful see what would happen to human beings who were
investigations) from others—specifically a public placed in front of a multi-gigawatt transmitter.
body—it is a conspiracy to lie, if nothing else.
They sat them down where they could be
focused on and threw the switch. Naturally the
MOBILE PHONE USE IS
people were cooked alive. A lot of people were
HARMFUL IN MANY WAYS
killed this way. Finally, someone got the idea to
use non-Hertzian rays—the non-burning rays; they
Radiation “experts” are telling you that there is turned the antenna around and aimed the gain horn
no danger in using your mobile telephones. This through the reflector at the target person. This
is not true. There is a great deal of danger in not yielded results. They discovered they were able to
only its direct effects as it heats your brain with the direct mood control from a distance by ELF
same microwaves that are used to cook your food: (Extremely Low Frequency), modulating the
Cancers of the brain and drastic mood changes are transmitter and changing the mood.
effects of using your phone. The ability of the
They considered it a great success. A
network to track and monitor you through mobile representative from the U.S. government then
phones is a service option many ones didn’t know showed up and told them that they would provide
was a package deal that came free with the service. them with sensors that would pick up thoughts
There has always been testing of potential directly from a person’s mind. So, they brought
weapons systems for controlling or eliminating the system of sensors and installed them in a chair.
large groups of people that is never announced. This became known as the famous Montauk chair.

THE ALL-SEEING EYE
DOESN’T MISS MUCH
The Illuminati symbol of the All-Seeing Eye is
an accurate analogy as to the surveillance
capabilities of the Khazar global government.
Other groups have world domination plans too but
if you do not have the resources of a nation’s
military facilities you are very limited as to what
you can spy on.
The latest in high-tech military systems that are
secretly used on the public, their ability to track the
various implants that have been placed in human
and animal bodies for tracking and signal
modification that directly affects your central
nervous system, will be the mainstay of your
police force in the new millennium.
This sounds farfetched but the Montauk facility
in New York was doing this and more decades
ago. Evidence can still be found that hints at the
scope of some of the experiments that go on there.
While you were grieving at Kennedy’s
memorial, how many of you noticed the drought in
that tiny northeast area covering the entire activity
of the Kennedy tragedy? From the New York
apartment John, Jr. shared with Caroline; to the
place where he spent much of his time growing up
and where he shared a lot of time with his mother;
the flight path he took and the island that is home
to the Kennedy family—the mysterious drought
just hung over the area. While the rest of the
country was either getting flooded like Iowa or
experiencing heavier than normal rain and moisture
levels, the New England states and the Montauk
facility (which centered the unusual weather
condition) were bone dry.
Satellite surveillance has been severely limited
as to the kind that you had in abundance during
the Cold War. Since Russia had taken them all out
you had to make do with what intelligence you
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What they did then was connect the output of
the sensors to the computers that would decode
the sensors’ output into a digital code that
represented the thought patterns. Those went to
another computer which would store the thought
patterns and to another computer which would
generate the pulse modulations that went out of
the antenna. What they had actually built was a
mind amplifier.
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bending time. At that point, conferences were held
to discuss how they would modify the equipment
to more effectively bend time.
They developed something called a Delta-T
antenna. It consisted of three loops describing a
delta-function; it was referred to as the pyramid
antenna. It essentially was three magnetic pickups/
transmitters at right angles to each other; three
orthogonal loops. Orthorotation is, of course, how
you get access to hyperspace. It means that you
WHAT THE CHAIR WAS USED FOR
have tensor stress orthorotations. If you drive the
three parts of the antenna correctly, you get what
A subject would be trained so that his is essentially a space-time portal in the center. The
conscious mind would be diverted to the “serpent antenna looks like a pyramid with an inverted
in the Kundalini” (a powerful energy vortex pyramid on top.
located near the base of the spine). The “primitive
The output of the chair went into a Cray
mind” would come up to the surface. They would computer that would decode the digital
blank that out and put in the subject’s primitive representation of the thought form. That drove the
mind a concept that
IBM computer and the
he
would
output from that went
They
were
able
to
change
the
way
in
concentrate on. The
into the AIL (Airborne
which
the
animals
in
the
area
were
concept would be
Instrument
Labs)
picked up by the
This
moving. Once, they programmed the computer.
sensors
and
animals to charge out of the woods into computer generated the
transmitted out of
the town. They changed the way birds pulse modulation. It
the antenna. This
was a frequencyflew,
fish
swam
and
a
dozen
other
things.
was the second
hopping signal source.
They could take the crime statistics in It would change
phase of Montauk.
Montauk and run them up and down like frequencies in a matter
They were targeting
whole populations
a yo-yo. They programmed crime waves of nanoseconds. There
and individuals. The
for one period where they would occur were five synchro-dyne
subject could think
stages,
for four hours each night for a week. amplifier
of
squelching
cascaded. Each one
This drove the police crazy. There was had a separate pulse
electrical activity and
one time, according to the Montauk modulator. The final
all activity would
police, when all the kids descended on input
stop where they
was
the
focused the antenna.
the beach—all the kids in town. Two or amplitron, which has a
They were able
three hours later, the kids all left the big pulse modulator.
to change the way in
A portion of the
beach in mass union.
which the animals in
thought form would be
the area were
put into the first stage,
moving. Once, they programmed the animals to and pulse the first stage on and load it into the
charge out of the woods into the town. They second stage, etc. After the fifth stage it would go
changed the way birds flew, fish swam and a dozen into the IPAs, be pulsed again and then into the
other things. They could take the crime statistics amplitron, which would be pulsed and the signal
in Montauk and run them up and down like a yo- would go into the above-ground antenna. Each
yo. They programmed crime waves for one period time the signal would go from stage to stage, more
where they would occur for four hours each night complex information would be put into the thought
for a week. This drove the police crazy. There form that was being cycled through. This is
was one time, according to the Montauk police, essentially a big radiosonde.
when all the kids descended on the beach—all the
FIGURING THE TIME ASPECT
kids in town. Two or three hours later, the kids
all left the beach in mass union. Another time, all
This was the purpose of the Delta-T antenna.
the residents of the town decided to drive up to
the state park. When asked, some of them said It was situated underground, directly under the
Christmas-tree antenna on the top of the building.
that it seemed like a “good thing to do”.
The scientists had developed wholly operational The chair was located underground between the
mind control. Based upon the effect that they had Delta-T antenna and the above-ground antenna.
to cancel out the fields at the chair, which was The Delta-T generated the time-stress tensors
located underground, they noticed that conceptual which were coupled with the electric field to
effects would happen out of synch with real time. generate the full time tensor control. The elite
They realized that they had the capability of scientists were ecstatic, they had a working time
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machine. They used twistor and spinor fields in
order to form a portal. They could go anywhere
in space-time, and they used it once to get access
to the underground facilities on Mars.
(When it is talked about what else might
Nicola Tesla have come up with that warrants
Above Top Secret classifications on his papers,
this should be an eye-opener. Marconi, a rival of
Tesla’s, worked closely with the Nazis in South
America and, using Tesla’s inventions, was
reported to have made trips to Mars himself
using teleportation equipment. Marconi is the
Italian inventor that was erroneously credited
with creating the radio, but it was later proven
that Tesla had invented it a few years before.
Tesla was also involved with the Montauk
Project, which was called Project Phoenix at the
time. He refused to further his contributions to
government use of this technology when he
discovered how it was being used—he knew
future applications would spell disaster in the
wrong hands. At one point in his work with what
became the Philadelphia Experiment, Tesla
sabotaged the delicate equipment calculations so
that the project, which was called Project
Invisibility at the time, would not work. He
hoped to buy more time to perfect the equipment,
because he knew it was unsafe the way it was
planned to be used, even at this early testing
phase. The Pentagon and U.S. Navy were trying
to turn the project into a rush, rush wartime
weapon, and he saw that they had no regard for
the lives of the volunteer sailors in the
experiment. Tesla resigned and a former, more
eager, colleague of his was brought in. After
backtracking Tesla’s findings, the new scientist
got the program back on the military time line.
Needless to say, a number of sailors met horrible
deaths and experienced very unusual and
traumatic side effects while the bugs were being
worked out. Tesla had gone on to Colorado to
begin work on the prototype for his world power
station. This involved the transmission of free
electricity anywhere in the world—well, Khazar
banksters who were going to bankroll this proven
genius, who had dozens of world-changing
inventions to his credit, didn’t share his
philanthropical ideals. From that time forward,
the elite began their campaign to remove this
man from public view and erase from the history
books the incredible contributions Tesla gave to
mankind.)
The way it worked was that the subject
projected himself psychically through space to
Mars. They set the computers to solidify the
vortex between Montauk and the point on Mars,
and the vortex would be between Montauk and the
point on Mars and the vortex would be established.
They only needed to do it once, because they
taped it and could then run the tape to establish the
vortex. There was a project called Project Phobos,
part of which was concerned with the investigation
of the underground caverns. There were other
(Continued on page 21)
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VALLEY OF SHADOWS?
Oh no, my loves, no shadows! There can be
no shadows within the halls of God. There is only
a bit of shade to cool the fevered brow on the
physical form; the perfection of the Seasons, the
rain to make the life-forms of plants and sea
replenished and renewed—there is no shadow
within—if you are within GOD CREATOR.
The game of life presents with all its
magnificent scenes within which mankind and all
living things can experience, challenge the mind,
bring growth to body and soul, and allow man to
consider the relativity of all things to one another.
No, no shadows and no mystic magic—only yet
unfulfilled gained knowledge of the mysteries of
God and Universe. As you walk the journey,
blessed children, I SHALL SHOW YOU THE
WAY AND OFFER UNTO YOU THAT WHICH
YOU NEED, AS YOU NEED IT, TO ACHIEVE
THE GOALS OF WHICH MEN DREAM AND
DARE TO LIVE.
The Native American will use a term of
"Dancing the Dream Awake". That has become,
as has "Many Moons", however, so abused as to
presentation as to make the terms trite and without
the fundamental meaning for which they were
established. How dare people come along and
destroy even the traditional cultures and usurp, for
their silliness, these precious and sacred meanings.
However, man will join hands, minds and
intentions toward balance or you are in for a most
difficult time upon your globe. WE MUST STAY
THE COURSE!
To our home base team, please KNOW that
we are in deep appreciation for your taking the
challenge and marching right through to
manifestation of that which seemed lost and
doomed to the trash heap from the insults against
us by those who really have no notion of that
which they are about or which they are doing. It
is fine for it allows you to clean up hanging
fragments in order to have our "house" in order

and ready for movement in whatever direction is
mandated.
We honor those who did their jobs, filled the
needs and then could step back and allow others to
carry forth. Support one another but do not lie to
self or other for that is false. Encouragement
comes from the heart—flattery comes from
USING another. A compliment must be genuine
or it means less than nothing, and always act in
such a way, beloved ones, that there are
compliments and not ever need for "flattery". I
repeat: LIFE IS GOD'S GIFT TO US; WHAT
WE DO WITH IT IS OUR GIFT TO GOD!
Weaknesses of the human form (flesh, it is most
often called) can be overcome when the focus
moves FROM SELF IN THAT WEAKNESS
AND INTO THE OVERALL RECOGNITION
OF THE PERFECTION OF GOD AND YOUR
PLACE WITHIN GOD. BE PATIENT WITH
EACH AND ALLOW EACH TO FIND THAT
BALANCE NECESSARY WHILE WORKING
TO SUPPORT AND LOVE THE PERSON
EVEN IF THE EGO ATTITUDE OR
WEAKNESS IS DETESTABLE. WE TURN
AWAY ONLY WHEN THAT OTHER
DECLINES TO DO OR WORK TOWARD
THAT WHICH IS RIGHT AND RIGHTEOUS.
WE DO NOT HELP EVIL TO SUCCEED, SO
WE MUST ALLOW THE MAN WHILE
DISALLOWING THE EGO ATTITUDES.
Parable: If a man has a field and a star thistle
creeps into that field—he must pluck it out, stamp
it out completely or soon the field will be taken by
naught but star thistle. Do NOT encourage that
which is WRONG or allow the thistles to grow.
You cannot "FIGHT", as in "war", by
destruction—except of EVIL. And, if you get at
the clearing of the thistles when they first rise to
note, you will be able to keep your fields clear.
For instance, the farm, untended, will grow
weeds and thistles and they will have to be
gathered and BURNED so that the seeds are also
scorched. But we have other things to attend at
present and when we turn to the problem of the
thistles, we will take measures to clear the entire
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of the fields, properly and quickly—and with good
equipment to do a thorough job. We cannot afford
to do anything much at present so we simply
contain what we can and plan to get onto the
problems that we can handle as we can handle
them.
I hope that you have finally witnessed the
errors made in that which has happened as we
have gone along and so many have literally stolen
from us. How can anyone make projects work to
balance the books if ones work their own projects
for which they are responsible and take it all
without thought, other than to the taking for self?
You can't, and yet one project after another of our
full intent in business to produce—has been
abused, stolen from, lied about, and actually
thieved in one way or another by those saying they
"believe" it to be due and owing unto them, the
takers. No, it is not alright—but you needed to
experience it to see that it has happened over and
over again.
DESTRUCTION OF THE PRODUCERS
WHO ALLOW THE BUILDING IN THE FIRST
PLACE IS THE MOST GROSS ERROR OF
MANKIND. THE ERROR HERE, HOWEVER,
IS FAR LARGER THAN EVEN IN ORDINARY
LESSONS IN THE CLASSROOM OF
INSIGHT—THE THEFTS ARE AGAINST GOD
FOR IT IS GOD'S PROPERTY THAT IS
USURPED BY USE OF, "IN THE NAME OF
GOD", WHICH IS THE ADVERSARY'S FIRST
TOOL OF CONFUSION AND LIE.
IF YOU ALLOW THESE THINGS TO
"WORK" WITHOUT RECOURSE, YOUR
WORLD IS GOING TO GO DOWN, CHELAS.
BUT TRUTH REVEALED WILL DO THE JOB
AT HAND FOR EVIL CANNOT BEAR PUBLIC
LIGHT UPON THE DEEDS. IT MAY WELL
WORK FOR THE FIRST MOMENTS—BUT
THE LIGHT WILL, AS IN SUNLIGHT IN
CLEANSING WATER AND SOIL, BRING THE
FOCUS OF THE EVIL-DOERS INTO
REALIZATION. YOU NEED DO NOTHING
SAVE PRESENT TRUTH SO THAT THE
HIDDEN AGENDAS ARE MADE KNOWN
AND THE PERPETRATORS OF THAT
WRONGDOING
WILL
EXPOSE
THEMSELVES FOR WHAT THEY ARE OR
WHAT THEY HAVE DONE. YOU DON'T
NEED TO "FIGHT" EVIL; SIMPLY TAKE A
STAND AND CONFRONT IT EVERY TIME.
IF YOU THINK SOMEONE "WOULD NOT DO
THAT..." AND YET THEY DO, SO BE IT—IT
IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO TRUTH AND
RIGHT TO CONFRONT IT AND EXPOSE IT.
PROTECTING, AIDING AND ABETTING THE
WRONG-DOERS IS WRONG!! EVERY TIME!!
IF "YOU" STOP PROTECTING AND
SHELTERING "WRONG", IT WILL STOP
BEING THE MODE OF THE DAY. YOU
ONLY HAVE THIS DAY, THIS MOMENT—
DO NOT ALLOW IT TO BE DIRTY AND
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INFECTED AS IN DISEASE. YOU MUST not lose your path for you can walk around, over,
ERADICATE THE INFECTION OR YOU WILL or put aside the obstacles in the way before you.
SURELY DIE OF THE DISEASE.
I would like to refer to COMMON SENSE and
Is the process of cleaning away the infection share a chapter. If we fail to see the problem we
painful? Is alcohol on an open wound painful? cannot treat the disease once it is in full
Cleansing and purification are necessary—every presentation. Once the disease is in the blood
time and in the moment the microbes are, or the system it doesn't do much good to simply pour
evil is, discovered. Then once eradicated you must more hydrogen peroxide on the original wound.
not allow it to ever reinfect for therein is the
grossest error of all. And remember something
[QUOTING From: COMMON SENSE, An
very, very important:
Introduction to The Dangers of The New World
GOD OF LIGHT, CREATOR, WILL HELP Order, by George Humphrey:]
YOU CREATE THAT WHICH IS GOOD. HE
THE SOCIAL CONDITIONING
WILL OFFER THAT WHICH IS NECESSARY
FOR YOUR USE BUT GOD IS "INDIVIDUAL"
OF AMERICA
AND RESPONDS TO "INTENT" OF SOUL
"OUR JOB IS TO GIVE PEOPLE NOT
WITHIN "EACH". SOCIETY IS MADE UP OF
INDIVIDUALS—OTHERWISE IT HAS NO WHAT THEY WANT, BUT WHAT WE
STANDING OR SUBSTANCE.
GOD DECIDE THEY OUGHT TO HAVE." Richard
Salant, former
CREATES—MAN
President of CBS
SEPARATE FROM
GOD
CREATES—MAN
SEPARATE
News
GOD USES AND
FROM
GOD
USES
AND
DESTROYS
"The ultimate
D E S T R O Y S
tyranny
in a
THROUGH
THE
MANIFEST
THROUGH
THE
society is not
M A N I F E S T
"THINGS" AVAILABLE. IF YOU ARE
control
by martial
" T H I N G S "
HONORABLE IN INTENT AND ARE
law. It is control
AVAILABLE.
IF
“CREATING” THAT WHICH IS GOOD,
by
the
YOU
ARE
THE
CALL
COMPELS
THE
ANSWER
p
s
y
c
h
o
l
o
g
i
c
al
HONORABLE IN
IN KIND. AND IF YOU PATIENTLY
manipulation of
INTENT AND ARE
consciousness,
WAIT UPON GOD IN YOUR PETITION
“CREATING” THAT
through which
WHICH IS GOOD,
OF "THY WILL BE DONE TO BEST
reality is defined,
THE
CALL
AND HIGHEST GOOD OF YOUR
so
that those who
COMPELS
THE
CREATION"—YOU WILL GET WHAT
exist within it do
ANSWER IN KIND.
YOU
NEED—EVERY
TIME,
EVEN
IT
not even realize
AND
IF
YOU
BE NOT WHAT YOU EXPECTED.
that they are in
PATIENTLY WAIT
prison." Barbara
AND, IT WILL BE THE PERFECT WAY
UPON GOD IN
M
arciniak,
YOUR PETITION OF
AND
NOT
THE
MAKESHIFT
Bringers of the
"THY WILL BE
MEASURES OF WRAPPING THE
Dawn
DONE TO BEST
WOUND WITHOUT CLEANSING IT—
There is a
AND
HIGHEST
INSURING
REINFECTION.
metaphysical law
GOOD OF YOUR
that
we create
CREATION"—YOU
WILL GET WHAT YOU NEED—EVERY what we think about. Another way of saying it is,
TIME, EVEN IT BE NOT WHAT YOU "As we think, so shall we become!" The Power
EXPECTED.
AND, IT WILL BE THE Elite, who now in fact control our banks, our
PERFECT WAY AND NOT THE MAKESHIFT media, our government and many key multinational
MEASURES OF WRAPPING THE WOUND businesses, also want control of our minds. To be
WITHOUT CLEANSING IT—INSURING sure, The Elite have understood the reality of this
law for a long time. They know that the only way
REINFECTION.
Speaking of cleansing, we have been offered a to gain full control of world currencies and to then
project proposal that I WANT TO SEE HAPPEN. create a centralized world government is that they
It is a major pharmaceutical complex that will carry must weaken the mental clarity and destroy the
all products as well as natural healing products. It social fabric of America from within. Cicero, the
is the perfect way and the perfect place to have Roman orator and senator who fought to protect
studies done, product offered and our own the Roman Republic said, "A nation can survive its
wondrous "miracle" products set forth properly. fools and even the ambitious, but it cannot survive
We can then work toward duplication of treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less
processing once we have access to those Sovereign formidable, for he is known and he carries his
places where in brotherhood we can move banners openly. But the traitor moves among
forward. Walk ever in the LIGHT and you will those within the gate freely." [H: Now, to you
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close friends who have experienced betrayal,
theft of your property and total denouncement
by INSIDERS OF OUR VERY PROJECTS
THEMSELVES—is there something somehow
different in these references? NO, THIS IS
VALID INPUT REGARDING THE FAMILY
OR THE GLOBE.]
The power of the television, film and
entertainment industries should not be
underestimated. Every Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of the three major networks, almost every
CEO of the major film and entertainment
corporations and almost every CEO of the other
news agencies are members of the Council on
Foreign Relations (the CFR). This organization is
dedicated to the creation of a one-world
government! It is my opinion that most members
of the CFR are not intentionally trying to hurt our
country. They have joined the CFR as a career
move without understanding the true nature of the
organization. However, the leadership of the CFR,
together with the direct, subtle or unknowing
support of its membership, is intentionally
destroying the sovereign vitality of America!
In America, the average television (there are
over 160 million in the USA) is turned on for over
six hours a day! Yes, the television has brought us
entertainment and valuable information. At the
same time, most people realize (if they think about
it) that most television programming leaves the
viewer lethargic and with less mental energy (that
is one of the reasons the TV is often called "the
mind sucker"). In fact, very few people even can
remember what they watched on television just a
few days before. It also does not take a prudish
person to understand that most programs focus on
extremely violent, angry and fearful emotions.
Many of the stories of television are mindless, at
best. If one is not watching sitcoms, there are
always the 24-hour sports channels to "kill time".
Common to the sports channels, sitcoms and
movies is the unbelievable amount of time (close to
20 minutes per hour) that is dedicated to
advertising. The basic theme of almost all
advertising is that we need something. All of the
tens of millions of hours each day Americans sit in
front of the tube: killing time, watching hideous
crimes and being told that they don't have enough,
is subconsciously creating and instilling these
feelings, thoughts and emotions into the minds of
our people.
If this were not enough to think about,
Americans who believe in personal liberty must
also examine the facts surrounding our news
media. Just as we were taught that the Russian
people were mentally polarized with constant
propaganda, we need to become aware that,
though done in a much more professional manner,
the subtle manipulation of the “news” we receive
is nothing more than propaganda. Please think
about this next point. Throughout the world every
day there are hundreds of news events that affect
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our nation. Now, as you also know, every
controversial story has at least two different points
of view. Why is it then, that on the nightly news
with three supposedly 'competing' networks, you
will see, night after night, week after week, year
after year, exactly the same news stories, with
almost exactly the same point of view! This is not
chance; it is prearranged programming! Noam
Chomsky, who is a brilliant man, produced a
movie titled Manufacturing Consent and in this
movie he shows that of the approximately 33,000
newspapers and magazines in our country, over
95% are controlled by 8 multinational
corporations, which are all connected with the
CFR. If we are to turn the tide and regain our
freedom, we will have to realize that a true
republic is dependent upon having a truly free
press and access to the truth. John Kennedy had
this to say in 1962: "We seek the free flow of
information... a nation that is afraid to let the
people judge the truth and falsehood in an open
market is a nation afraid of its people."

an American Senator, actually read the document
and he discovered that if we joined the League we
would forfeit our national sovereignty. At the
time, most of the papers and radio stations in our
nation were still independent and fiercely patriotic
and spread the word, and confirmation to join the
League was denied.
The Elite were furious. All of the work that
they had done for years was set back. So, they
decided that they would have to regroup and
expand their support within the government. In
1921, Wilson, Jacob Schiff (who worked for the
Rothschilds), Col. Edward Mandell House and a
handful of others, formed the Council On Foreign
Relations (CFR). The goal of the CFR was (and
is) to create a One World Government (it must be
remembered that the CFR is a vehicle of the
Global Elite). So, with generous amounts of
money, they supported politicians on both sides of
the fence, and with guile, got many of their people
into positions of power. Paul Warburg, who was
the Federal Reserve Chairman (more on the
Federal Reserve shortly), was one of their men
and, in the late 1920s, he manipulated the supply
of money to create the Great Depression. The
Elite created the Depression (as they created the
runaway inflation in Germany that allowed Hitler
to take control) not only to transfer wealth to their
chosen few but also to set the stage for social
engineering and the election of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt (FDR).
Roosevelt was smart and crafty, plus his family
had a long history of closely working with the
Elite. By the time Roosevelt was elected, the
country was on its knees. Probably no man in the
history of our nation has done so much damage to
our Constitutional Republic and to the world
balance of power. The list of acts that he
knowingly initiated, which have had long-term
negative consequences to our nation, are long
(please read the reference books). Following is a
listing of just some of the things he did, all of
which deserve attention: a. he illegally stacked the
Supreme Court to support his unconstitutional
acts; b. he literally confiscated the gold of
American citizens and sold it to foreign banks
controlled by the Elite; c. he increased the debt of
this country many fold; d. he and his supporters
financially backed both Stalin and Hitler; e. he
helped plan World War II; f. he had prior
knowledge of the coming attack on Pearl Harbor
and would not warn the commander at the base; g.
he conspired with Stalin to give Eastern Europe to
Russia; h. he set in motion the creation of the
United Nations (not as an organization that would
mediate for peace, but rather, as the international
vehicle for the NWO); and i. he declared martial
law illegally. By the time of Roosevelt's death he
had placed CFR men in every appointive position
of power: The State Department, The Treasury,
The Justice Department, National Security, etc.
During FDR's years as president, and after his

THE POLITICAL REALITY OF AMERICA
"No truly sophisticated proponent of repression
would be stupid enough to shatter the facade of
democratic institutions." Murray Levin
The greatest myth in America is that we have
a two-party system! At one time we did have a
two-party system and it served our nation well.
However, over the last seventy years the termites
of special interests have gradually taken complete
control of the inner sanctums of our nation's
leadership. Today, both the Republicans and the
Democrats are financed and controlled by the Elite.
The leadership of both parties has been working
together for years to perpetuate the myth of
competition and at the same time move us toward
centralized, federalized control.
For those good people who are active
members of either party, I know that this is hard
to believe or to stomach—most of you have fought
the good fight for your party and your country for
years. To be sure, there are good, honest and
patriotic elected officials of both parties. However,
we have to step back and look at the whole
picture. The following is a very brief outline of
who, how and when our American political system
was taken over.
Woodrow Wilson was the president of the
country in 1920. He was the man who had
campaigned, in 1916, "to keep us out of war!"
Within weeks after his election, he took steps to
engage the United States in WW I, an incredibly
vicious war. After the war was finished, the plans
of the Elite were put into high gear as they moved
forward to create the League of Nations. Wilson
was one of their key men and he campaigned and
lobbied hard for the United States to join the
League. Weeks before the United States Senate
was to vote on confirmation, Henry Cabot Lodge,
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death, CFR members were able to buy many of the
major newspaper chains and take control of the
three major television networks.
This momentum and consolidation has
continued through today, as CFR members have
taken control of many insurance companies and
several vital manufacturing corporations.
Furthermore, they have taken control of the
leadership of both political parties. For most
members, they see joining the CFR as the single
best career move in their lives, as membership has
opened all sorts of doors. Today, the CFR's
headquarters is located in New York City and
there are approximately 3300 members. When one
looks over the last fifty years of how the CFR has
been involved in American politics, one sees: a.
every President except Reagan has been a member;
b. every Secretary of State has been a member; d.
over seventy-five percent of the different
Presidents’ Cabinet appointments have been
members; e. a high percentage of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff (our military) have been members; and f.
the leadership of both the Republican and
Democratic House and Senate are members. The
list of sensitive and important positions of power
within our government, that have been totally
controlled by CFR membership, goes on and on!
Most Americans, on hearing this information,
have a very hard time understanding the magnitude
of this situation, or refuse to believe it. The reality
is that a small handful have had de facto control of
American foreign and domestic policy for the last
six decades. The long-term plans of the Elite have
been carried out so well by the CFR that they have
been able to maintain the appearance of normality
and liberty within this country while gradually and
chronically eating away at our freedoms. Today,
there are only a small number of magazines,
newspapers, radio stations and access television
shows that even mention or discuss the CFR (or
other Elite-controlled organizations such as the
Bilderbergers or the Trilateral Commission). If the
American public became aware of the extent of the
manipulation and abuses to our nation, they would
drive out these people in mass—the secret is
waking up the American people from their
slumber. The good news is that in the last five
years, the number of Americans who have become
aware of the CFR, the Bilderbergers and the
Trilateral Commission has increased dramatically.
[END OF QUOTING]
I wish to leave this writing now because we
are writing this in Manila where we have two
weather phenomena under way—the ending thrusts
of a typhoon, along with the ordinary season of
monsoon rains, thunder and electrical storms that
tear up the electricity circuits and, frankly, we have
power failures in the midst of each "wave" of
activity. We will just allow this one to pass and if
we have opportunity we will return later in a more
secure environment.
Thank you. GCH/d
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Historical Influence
of Secret Societies
HATONN-dharma Rec. #1
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FUGGERS
Thank you, Valerie, for sharing about
"Fuggers", Pfuchiers, Pfuchians, etc. Don't we
miss the research of Nora?
Valerie T., being German, recognized
something very important about the terms coming
under direct fire these days from my writings in
reference to the terms above.
It should be noted that these terms are very
long-ago written in history, deliberately dropped
and mistranslated and, of course, in every instance
as languages and alphabets are projected: totally
unrecognized as often-used terms or names.
Whether the problem is in error, or is intentional to
suit the needs of those wishing to control, matters
not.
[QUOTING:]
These are the German FUGGERS (pronounced
as double 'oo'), I believe. A family of Southern
German MERCHANTS AND FINANCIERS,
associated with Augsburg from 1367. They were
prominent in the 15th and 16th centuries. They
built part of Augsburg. They had a virtual
monopoly of central European copper and silver,
and acquired vast lands as securities for their loans
to kings, emperors, and popes. Their money
secured the election (1519) of Charles V as
emperor.
[END OF QUOTING]
I truly don't set out to embarrass you or give
you false information, readers, but I WILL GIVE
YOU TRUTH. If you don't like the FACTS, I am
greatly saddened that you would base your choices
on such lack of knowledge ON YOUR PART.
You can tell this is the SAME grouping by
their activities and special "talents" in commercial
control and banking endeavors. And if you find it
difficult to believe there could be many ways to,
say, spell or pronounce names and terms, try
Khazar, Cazars, Chazarians, Kazars, etc. And, if
you tire of that game, try: Esu, Iisa, Joshua,
Yaushua, Eesa, Immanuel, Emmanuel, Jmmanuel,
Jesus, Hesus, Haysooz and on and on! I urge you
TO STOP YOUR SILLINESS.
Now, do you think Fuggers sounds somehow
better than Pfuchiers? I concern about your
recognition of truth, chelas. The facts are that
during the time of WW I and II, this group of
Khazarian Fuggers had TOTAL CONTROL OF

ALL OF GERMANY.
You who now might say, "Well, what the heck
about Germany?" Let me remind you that the
GOSPELS of the Christian Bible were chosen and
presented from nearly 3 dozen gospels and entered
into the "Holy Bible" BY GERMAN SCHOLARS
OVER
THREE
HUNDRED
YEARS
FOLLOWING ANY PRESENTATIONS OF
SUCH AS THE "CHRISTED" LATER CALLED
JESUS. You go forth and listen to evangelists and
priests presenting from pulpits as if they had
FACTS—which they DO NOT. They are not as
well informed as you are now informed. They
only work on the ultimatums and doctrines GIVEN
TO
THEM
IN
TRAINED
ROTE
PRESENTATIONS DUMPED ON THEM BY
THEIR PROFESSORS AND TEACHERS—
USUALLY WRONGLY. They are better trained
to extract tithes and offerings from you to buy
your redemption than anything of truth of historical
reality. DO NOT LUMP ME INTO THIS
GROUPING, PLEASE, FOR I WILL NOT FIT
INTO YOUR CLASSIFICATION IN ANY WAY,
SHAPE OR FORM—AND YOU WILL BE
HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR YOURSELF!
WORK IS LOVE MADE VISIBLE
When your work is but joy in its production
and the positive intent of bringing another's finest
points and talents to allowance in his own lifestream, you have proven your own intent in love
and in expression.
If you cannot work with love, but only with
distaste, it is better that you should leave your
work and sit at the gate of the temple and take
alms of those who work with joy. I would
suggest, however, that fewer and fewer alms will
fall into the cups of those who continually TAKE
without return save more complaints, lies against
the givers and expectations of destroying the
producers in order to gain more for selfish greed
so that the taker has no need, in his own
perception, other than to demand and take more,
more and more as long as the "giver" will continue
the endless spiral of being victimized. And yes,
dear hearts, there ARE VICTIMS for any who
succumb to the false teachings are truly "victims".
To stop being a "victim", TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR LIFE! ANOTHER'S ANNOUNCED
"NEED" IS NEITHER YOUR COMMAND NOR
YOUR DEMAND. EACH IS BORN WITH
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THAT WHICH HE CAN MAKE A LIVING FOR
SELF AND THOSE WHO COME FORTH AND
DEMAND, WHILE ACTUALLY MAKING
SURE THAT OTHERS "LOSE", ARE TO BE
AVOIDED, DENIED AND DENOUNCED for
their unrighteous attitudes and intent of THEFT.
THOSE, EKKERS, WHO ARE SIMPLY
"TAKERS" OF MY VINEYARDS SHALL NOT
BE REWARDED AND THE STEWARDS OF
MY
COFFERS
SHALL
HOLD
RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT THOSE
WHO WORK AGAINST ME "AND THEE",
WHEN YOU ARE WORKING IN MY
SERVICE, GAIN NOTHING BUT ARE PUT
DOWN IN THEIR OWN WASTE OF GREED.
WE WILL ONLY LONGER ASSIST THOSE
WHO WORK DILIGENTLY IN GOD'S
WONDROUS VINEYARDS AND FIELDS
THAT THE FRUIT OF THE LABORS BEARS
GOODLY GROWTH AND DOES NOT
FURTHER THE ATTITUDES OF THE
"TAKERS" JUST BECAUSE THEY SOMEHOW
"EXIST".
The Elite are "takers"—thieves of your energy,
your possessions and your very substance. The
non-Elite who utilize the same tactics—having
learned from those Elite the methods of tampering,
cheating and lying against you—are worse than the
Elite who claim no other purpose than to get what
you have through force or whatever other tactics
of deceit are required. But when a man comes and
speaks of Love and Friendship, especially in the
Name of God, and follows the tactics of the Elite
"takers", you are doubly damaged and those shall
surely fall in disrepute and honorable recognition
for the remainder of their manifest lives upon OUR
planet. Those who serve ego shall fall by the
doings of their own ego entrapment. Those,
however, who claim confusion and inability to
"decide" who or what is "right" are more than the
perpetrators for they KNOW but claim ignorance.
So, whatever the "excuses" might be for following
along with or among the deceitful they are the
saddest of all—for they LIE TO SELVES.
You who think that somehow Esu leapt onto
a cross and was horribly tortured and crucified
FOR YOUR SINS—are full of it, chelas. The
Power Enforcers did restrain him, beat him, and
held him to the cross from which he could not
escape. He did not willing go for self, or for
YOU, AND ESPECIALLY TO ATONE FOR
"YOUR SINS". NO MAN CAN ATONE FOR
ANOTHER'S SINS OR ANSWER FOR
ANOTHER IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER
IN TRUTH AND INTEGRITY.
Our enemies will fall to the wayside by their
own handiwork and intent and sneaking
dispositions, for that is the way of GOD. But,
chelas, you must insist that justice and rectitude is
not only demanded but accomplished in each
instance for, in our circumstance, the theft and
misguidance are against the many who trusted and
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gave of themselves—and GOD IS "JUST"! This race was not planning, conspiring, or actively
is as true of business activities as is so in soul—for working, to take advantage of another individual,
you cannot separate the two as you experience this group or race. Yet, many Americans actually
manifest journey through physical expression.
ridicule the idea that an international cadre of very
One of the biggest lies in historical reference is powerful, highly-placed people would "conspire" to
when a man turns from responsible response to an dominate our nation's banking, media and
accusation with such as "that doesn't even merit a government. The Elite have done a masterful job
response"—he is lying right to your face. If he is of creating the paradigm that to speak of
the accuser through
conspiracy
is
lies—YOU MUST
politically incorrect
CONFRONT. If he
The Elite are "takers"—thieves of your and something to be
is refusing to respond
energy, your possessions and your very dismissed as not
on his own account
substance. The non-Elite who utilize the relevant.
when caught in
In the “old days”,
same tactics—having learned from those one individual or
indiscretion—
DEMAND
A Elite the methods of tampering, cheating
society would control
and lying against you—are worse than the others through sheer
RESPONSE AND
DEMAND IT IN Elite who claim no other purpose than to force.
In recent
TRUTH. When a get what you have through force or
centuries, economic
man insists that you
has
whatever other tactics of deceit are domination
do not have all the
replaced the sword as
required. But when a man comes and the primary source of
facts but must
speaks of Love and Friendship, especially power (The law of
PROVE something;
in the Name of God, and follows the the Golden Rule:
e.g., "Prove to me
that there is God."
tactics of the Elite "takers", you are "Whoever has the
No, you have no
doubly damaged and those shall surely fall gold makes the
need
to
prove
To
in disrepute and honorable recognition for rules.")
anything—THE
understand
the
A N T A G O N I S T the remainder of their manifest lives upon
complexities and
OUR planet.
MUST
PROVE
nature of just how
THERE IS NOT
deeply our society is
GOD! It works either way as when Ed Young now controlled and dominated necessitates looking
claims "Hatonn now serves me"—cause him to at the history of secret societies over the past
prove "his" speaker is "Hatonn", for I can promise centuries. We could pick up the common thread
you that it is NOT or he is misinterpreting truth to of secret organizations plotting to gain power
suit his own ego desires. That group has broken almost any time over the last three thousand years.
the laws of God and Man—I WOULD NEVER A period of history that is extremely interesting
EVEN REMOTELY SUGGEST THAT TYPE and crucial to our present time is just prior to the
OF ACTION TO ANYTHING! My teachings and Crusades.
demands of my team—are to never break either
the laws of God OR Man. You must act in such
THE CRUSADES, THE ASSASSINS AND
a way, ALWAYS, that light may shine upon
THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS
whatever you are doing or presenting—there needs
THE ASSASSINS
be no question of integrity or good intent.
You who are working diligently against me
The Crusades were the military expeditions
shall find that I am as diligent in my JUSTICE
started
in 1096 AD by Pope Urban II to defeat the
presented in your behalf, although you will likely
Moslems and take control of the “Holy Lands”.
call it "against" or opposing you. So be it.
Let us turn back now to the ongoing discussion Just a few decades previous to the first European
regarding THE POWER ELITE and COMMON soldiers arriving in the Middle East and capturing
Jerusalem, another equally important event was
SENSE.
taking place that is not often taught about in
[QUOTING:]
Western history. A young Persian man by the
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ELITE—WHAT name of Hasan, was organizing a sect that would,
YOU WERE NEVER TAUGHT IN SCHOOL in the next two hundred years, strike fear into the
hearts of men from Afghanistan to Egypt, and
"I sincerely believe...that banking establishments whose organization would influence other secret
are more dangerous than standing armies." societies and eventually our nation today. Hasan
was called the Sheik of the Mountains and the
Thomas Jefferson
Since the beginning of recorded time men have organization he formed was called the Assassins
tried to dominate other men. There has never been (from which we derived the word for paid killers).
The Assassins were much more than just paid
a period of history when some individual, group or

killers because their knowledge, passion and
protocol have affected the whole world. The
philosophy and beliefs of the Assassin organization
was influenced by several preceding Middle
Eastern religions, sects and secret societies: the
Babylonians, the Pharaohs, the Greeks and
Romans, the Semitic Tribes (including the Cabala
and Torah), the Gnostics, Zoraster, the Mithra
religion, the Coptics and, of course, Islam.
Hasan attended The Abode of Learning, a
famous Shiite school in Cairo, that taught a
secretive process that included nine different
degrees of knowledge (the process of secret
initiations and degrees is a common theme that has
been and is used by several secret societies). After
leaving the Abode of Learning, Hasan was able to
amass a great deal of money, and because of his
immense charisma, several former schoolmates
became his dedicated followers. These devotees
he initiated into his new secret sect he named The
Assassins, which, in Arabic, means the "guardians
of the secrets". [Ed: How many people know
that as the root of the word? Assassins “guard
the secrets”!] Hasan's followers were true
fanatics, and a story of their devotion occurred in
the year 1092 when Hasan was talking with the
representative of the Emperor, Malik Shah. Hasan
said, "Do you see my devotee on top of that cliff?"
He then made a signal and the white-robed
Assassin jumped from the steep cliff to his death.
He turned to the representative of the Shah and
said, "I have seventy thousand men who will
follow my word. Can your master say the same?"
Hasan's point was well made and his power grew.
For the next two hundred years they were a major
force throughout the Middle East, East Africa,
Ceylon and Malaysia.
THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS
Approximately twenty years after the first
Crusaders began their battles, nine Knights in the
highest spirit of chivalry came together with a
pledge to protect all pilgrims visiting the Holy
Lands. This handful of nobles originally called
themselves the Militia Templi, or Knights of the
Temple, which later came to be known as The
Knights Templar. The Templars took four oaths:
one of chastity, the second to follow the life and
teachings of St. Augustine, the third to fight the
Moslems, and the fourth, never to retreat in battle,
even if faced with opposing forces that numbered
three to their one. These original knights lived a
life of half monk and half warrior, and won fame
for their valor on the battlefield with their zeal and
fearlessness. Soon their fame spread and they
received the backing of the Pope and patronage
from different princes in Europe. In the first
decades after their formation, their numbers grew
and they provided valuable havens of rest and
security for the visiting pilgrims. As time went on
they built several castles in the areas we now know
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as Syria, Lebanon and Israel, and they became death, the official Templar organization in Europe
major players in the often-complex politics of these deteriorated quickly, but the story was far from
lands. Within time they started adopting many of over.
the secretive initiation rites that they had learned
In 1307 AD, the Earl of Bruce of Scotland
from their association with the Assassins. At the started another revolution for independence against
same time, the Templars started organizing in the English (the first was led by William Wallace—
Europe and became involved in banking, the story of Wallace was made into the movie,
construction and other businesses.
Braveheart). At first, things went badly for Bruce,
As the decades passed, several changes but he was able to rally and gain support from
occurred within the organization. In the Middle many of the Irish nobles, and gallantly fought back
East, the third and fourth set of Crusades had gone using guerrilla tactics for six years. During this
badly, and the
period of time,
Crusaders had lost
several of the
"THE REAL RULERS IN WASHINGTON
Jerusalem and many
Templars, who
of their other ARE INVISIBLE AND EXERCISE POWER
had fled their
conquests. Then FROM BEHIND THE SCENES." Felix
countries, came
came the famous Frankfurter, U.S. Supreme Court Justice
to Scotland for
'Children's Crusade'
a safe haven,
which ended in absolute failure. The Templars not and joined Bruce to help in the fight for freedom.
only had the Moslems as their ever present foes, The Templars had been the finest fighting force in
but also a Christian order by the name of the Europe and began teaching Bruce's rag tag army
Knights Hospitalliers. The Hospitalliers also had discipline and the art of war. In 1314, the Battle
amassed great wealth during the Crusades and the of Bannockburn became the deciding battle. The
two competed in a political tug-of-war. The English king had twice the number of foot soldiers
Templars were accused of forgetting their original and four times the number of mounted cavalry, and
mission and fighting only for their own fame, riches things looked very bad for the Scots. At the
and power. Another accusation was that they crucial point of the battle, when it looked like the
were forgetting their Christian heritage and English were going to overwhelm Bruce, a small
assimilating Saracen (nomadic desert people living handful of mounted knights came over the hill,
between Syria and Arabia) ways of life. The carrying the Knights Templar banner (the banner
validity of this second charge is hard to verify, but was named Beauseant and is still famous today).
it was true that a high percentage of the Templars, Upon seeing this banner, the English king, Edward
in their second century of existence in the Middle II, made a hasty retreat. When the English foot
East, had been born and bred in Moslem lands, and soldiers saw the King running away they also
had the Arabic language and customs as a major stopped fighting and ran from the field. From that
part of their lives.
day forward, the Scottish had 289 years of
By 1300 AD, the Templars had long since uninterrupted independence.
shifted their headquarters from Jerusalem to Paris
[H: The next is so important to you U.S.
and their major focus was on their business citizens and to the world citizens who believe
concerns in Europe. The organization that had that the U.S. is the LAND OF THE FREE,
begun in humility had become a powerful political etc.—please, I ask the paper staff, to find and
and banking force and owned large construction reprint the PICTURES and writings regarding
businesses throughout Europe. This did not the "layout" of Washington D.C. with full
happen, though, without resentment and jealously. explanation of the Masonic Symbols, street
In 1307, the King of France, Philip the Fair, began layouts, central focus, etc. Thank you, for it
plotting to overthrow the Templars. Philip was becomes important as backup to the realization
bankrupt from his excessive spending and knew the that we offer TRUTH in our presentations so
Templars' vaults were full of gold. The king sent that there is valid information available.
messages to all of his sheriffs throughout France FACTS are facts, readers, and you may
that on Friday the 13th (THAT IS WHERE WE interpret any way you like the commentary—
GET THE SAYING ABOUT IT BEING AN but foolish is as foolish does.]
UNLUCKY DAY) they were to initiate raids upon
the Knights' buildings and churches, and that the
THE FREEMASONS
Templars were to be imprisoned, tortured and
questioned. In those days the rack was used,
"THE REAL RULERS IN WASHINGTON
which brought forth a great number of ARE INVISIBLE AND EXERCISE POWER
"confessions" to sexual deviancy, alliance with the FROM BEHIND THE SCENES."
Felix
Moslems and crimes against the church. How Frankfurter, U.S. Supreme Court Justice
much truth there was to these confessions, no one
After the Battle of Bannockburn, the Templars
really knows. Many of the Templars, including went underground as not to incur the wrath of the
their Grand Master, Jacques de Molay, were King of France, or of the Pope who had also
burned at the stake as heretics. With Molay's turned against them. Many married into the clans
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and began new lives, many as master masons and
builders. [H: Can you see how innocently a
group or cult becomes established?]
From 1100-1500 AD, different crafts joined
together in guilds and built meeting lodges for their
members. The stoneworkers, like other crafts,
developed such an organization. This period was
marked as the great time of cathedral building, and
because of the skill involved in their work, the
masons were allowed the freedom to travel from
one area to another, and this is how they got the
name FREEmasons. The direct influence of the
Templars in Scotland can still be seen at the
Church of Rossyln, which was built by Templar
masons and incorporates dozens of Templar
symbols.
The struggles between the Catholics and the
Protestants, together with The Thirty Years War
and the English Civil War, shook the foundations
of Europe. Starting in the late 1500s and early
1600s, there was a decline in the building of the
cathedrals, and at that time, some of the formerly
operative Freemason guilds opened their
organization up to non-stoneworkers. These
lodges became more social and political in nature
and the new members were called Speculative
Masons. The 1600s also saw the start of the
industrial age and the forming of a new middle
class. This relatively new economic class had more
education and they were hungry for freedom:
political, social and spiritual.
The exact historic origination of the
Freemasons has been, and is, a matter of great
debate. Three very interesting personalities are
connected with the start of Freemasonry as we
know it today. Sir Robert Moray was the first
recorded initiate to a Masonic lodge in England in
1641. Moray was a secret envoy for the Scots
Guards, a respected scientist, and associated with
the Rosicrucians (a quasi-secret society still in
existence today that teaches metaphysical
principles). Another important figure was Elias
Ashmole, who was a soldier, an astrologer, a
Rosicrucian and one of the cofounders of the
Royal Society (one of the most important scientific
organizations in history). Perhaps the most
important figure to Freemasonry and slightly
predating Ashmole and Moray was Sir Francis
Bacon, who brought great changes to the point of
view of both European and American citizens.
There is much mystery about the life of Bacon.
Contemporary history says that he was born to
Lord Nicholas Bacon, who was the close confidant
of Queen Elizabeth I, and that he held several
positions within Elizabeth's court, which included
being a courier to foreign countries. Other
historians believe that he was the illegitimate son of
Elizabeth and raised by the Bacons. The
alternative historians make some very strong
arguments that Bacon was actually the guiding
light behind the plays of William Shakespeare, and
(Continued on page 21)

Change Your Thinking,
Change Your World
SOLTEC-jonur
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Soltec present to commune in Love and
service. As always, the elite factions on your place
are toying with that which they have no clue as to
the short-term or long-term consequences. You
cannot electrify your atmosphere with great
sources of power that are atomic energy-based and
not expect some damage to occur in your
environment. The things which man finds
irresistible to tamper with usually provide the
greatest dangers to him. Yet your insatiable
quality, of always trying to be the very best at
everything you tackle, gets you into more trouble
because in the fields of weapons research and
development—it is a suicidal pursuit that can have
only one outcome.

because you are not used to paying attention to the
still voice of reason and guidance that is forever
instructing you. The louder voice of physical
sensations is welcomed much more than the voice
that is always softly nagging you about the socalled “evils of your ways”.
Since all mankind is birthed with the
knowledge of right versus wrong, it is a fact that
you have to be taught all the negative stuff that
adults have mastered by the time they’re old
enough to look after themselves. Along with being
taught self-reliance, people are taught that they are
miserable sinners and that any Godly or reasonable
thoughts they may be holding onto are thoughts
that should be discarded. You are taught that you
cannot cure your own problems and be guided by
inner guidance and should only seek outside help
from appointed interpreters of divinity.

THE FEAR OF NOT BEING ACCEPTED
It isn’t the desire to want to win that has
brought you to the brink of blowing yourselves
away through competition and ego satisfaction—it
is your fear of not being accepted if you lose that
is your big downfall.
Humans were not meant to “win” at everything
they do. The very conscious act of trying to be
“the best” is a detrimental ideal to live. “Just Do
It” would be a more useable phrase to learn.
More is lost during the actual preparation than the
doing of a job.
The attaining of a goal is the same. Focus
more on being in service to others—that is the
natural state of being that causes the body to be at
peace with itself. A body directed by the higher
self will heal itself of negativity and toxins that
cause it to fall into decay and die. You were
meant to serve God and enjoy life while in the
body. This means that you are electrically “wired”
to feel good when you are following God’s Laws
and living your life in a manner that is in
accordance with those Laws.
YOU ARE INTIMATELY CONNECTED
WITH THE PLANET YOU’RE FROM
You must come into realization that every
person, animal and inanimate object is intimately
connected with the living organism that is Earth
Shan. You interact in ways that are not fully
understood by you, because you have lost track of
your ability to sense past your basic senses. The
rarified senses you possess are not relied on,

“JESUS” DID NOT COME TO EARTH
TO “SAVE” ANYONE
It is a sad but true fact that if humans have a
blame-taker, one who absolves their sins for them,
they tend to give their personal responsibility to the
one whom they believe will save them. This is a
programmed response given to you by none other
than the adversary himself. The story of Esu
“Jesus” Immanuel Sananda, as passed down
through two millennia, has been distorted and
twisted in every conceivable way. It has been
changed, because it is being used to keep you
ignorant of your true power.
Esu did not come to Shan to save anyone.
The reformers (and “interpreters” such as King
James) wanted to keep you locked into a fearbased non-action mode. If you feared your own
identity and status, as to where you fit in God’s
grand scheme of purposefulness, then it was
natural for you to find a higher being to dump all
your worries on, in that He will save you without
the slightest concern or participation from you.
This is not a very good example of giving and
regiving—by dumping all your responsibilities on
another man, you forfeit your right to handle your
problem yourself by giving in to the desire to let
someone else live your experience. That practice
gains you nothing as to your own lessons.
Without the practical experiences for you to live
through and make countless decisions about, you
wouldn’t learn what you came here to learn. You
came to here to grow in your understanding of the
human format—however, you can’t grow in that

format unless you participate in the lessons that are
required for graduation of the course.
Well, by giving away responsibility to act in a
manner that is befitting a CHRIST-ian—by
believing that your errors/sins are washed away by
the blood of another man(??!!)—you literally strip
away your power to receive higher guidance
BECAUSE YOU ARE NO LONGER LOOKING
FOR IT. When you give up your search for the
meaning of life and your place in it, and worship
wholly the doctrine of man, without the slightest
consideration for possible errors in translation, you
end up at the mercy of the doctrine. And if it is
made to be in error intentionally, then you have
fallen into the trap and your lack of knowledge is
what will seal your doom.
SATAN IS ALLOWED TO
FOOL YOU IF HE CAN
You are allowed to be tricked by the
adversary, and if he can come between you and
your knowingness of your individual relationship
with God—which needs no intermediaries—then
he controls every aspect of your life whether you
know it or you do not.
Satan has at his disposal all the wonders of
your modern age—and keep in mind that you as a
citizenry are unaware of what is newly discovered
science and technology versus that which is very
ancient. Whichever the case may be—all of it is in
secret use by the conspirators.
The ones who believe themselves to be above
you in race reflection and in intelligence are not
going to hand over the very chains and leg irons
that keep the masses in line. Their edge over you
is in their ability to keep you convinced that their
“magic” is superior. So they cannot show you the
tricks of YOUR confinement.
By allowing you to feel as though you are free,
you don’t question the obvious enslavement tactics
that are being tested and implemented almost daily
now. As long as your right to drink alcohol and
party your Saturdays away is not infringed upon,
you don’t care too much about the spy cameras
going up on the freeways and street corners. I
believe you read somewhere that it was for your
own good. Nothing could be farther from the
truth.
ONE WORLD POLICE
INFRASTRUCTURE IN PLACE
The law enforcement agencies are being
groomed to be the headquarters for the elite
enforcers. They wield the authority to treat you
like a criminal until you prove that you are
innocent. That little tale-tell sign should have been
the wake-up call for Americans long ago. How
dare you let your own courts legislate out of
existence your right to live in freedom? Didn’t you
see it coming?
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We’ve been trying to tell you and show you
what you’re up against, but it always seemed too
outrageous to be true. As more and more ones are
discovering it is true—that you have come under
occupation of a foreign enemy government—
serious opposition has confronted the would-be
kings and queens of the world government. They
understand that as you start to awaken, the days of
their oligarchy are coming to an end.

appealing to people who don’t live there that they
still see America as the land of opportunity.
However, for residents who are all so used to the
better standard of living, they do not realize how
far above the rest of the world Americans were.
So the depression you are going through is barely
felt if you are looking at it from the perspective of
another country. This is why it is so hard for
Americans to respond to the challenge to “Throw
the hypocritical rascals out!”
Your consciousness development from growing
up in such a society as yours has created a
tolerance that is not shared with most of the
people of the world. You do not suffer the way
other peoples suffer, so your bitterness after a war,
for instance, has no comparison—America has
never had wars like most everyone else has. To
you the price of freedom came cheaply. This
happened because the beautiful land that was
“discovered” was the feather in the cap of any and
all would-be conquerors—in addition to the
millions of regular people that wanted to cut
themselves a piece of the American pie. So the
royal elitists had to plan this—their final conquest
of a large nation—with great care and much legal
maneuvering. If they lost they would be thrown
out like the Christian Russians did to the same
Bolshevik bunch in the late 1970s.
You too are going to have to throw out the
parasites, but you must do it under the law and
through peaceful means. By playing into the plans
of armed conflict you fall right into their hands for
they have kept many secret weapons programs
hidden, to use on you when (or if) you choose to
fight them. They do not expect a legal battle from
the masses because, with all the lawyers illegally
serving in government, they are sure they have
stripped away your knowledge of what your rights
are.
Too bad for the elitists, however, that your
Constitutional Republic was based on simplicity of
governing, so it didn’t matter if the citizens got
behind in their understanding of the mounds of
new laws that cluttered the ideals of the fledgling
country—you knew and remembered that the
Constitution was written FOR the people in that
the people could understand it.
It is when you forget what your country means
to you and what it means to your soul’s
development that you get into trouble. Just as an
abused or neglected child will show signs of that
abuse in his development, which become negative
traits in his adult life—the conditions of growing
up in a country that impedes your soul’s growth
also dictate what type of experiences you align for
yourselves as the soul seeks out its lessons.
You experience everything your soul is to have
for its own development, but if you are in
circumstances that do not allow you to reflect on
that which you are experiencing because of sheer
hopelessness at your situation, or that of your
country, you don’t benefit from the lessons like

SOON YOU ARE GOING TO BE
“REACQUAINTED” WITH SPACE
Maintaining two stories about what man has
achieved in space is the basis for understanding
why NASA cannot come clean about what is going
on outside your atmosphere. The shock, followed
by anger, at what your nation has been doing the
past twenty years while Russia colonized the
Moon, Mars and has several space stations other
than Mir orbiting many of your solar system’s
planets and moons, would be fatal to the American
spirit. The fact that their own government would
keep such a secret from them and then spend
billions of dollars more just to keep the lie intact
would be too much for the American people to
forgive.
You have basically given the U.S. space
program a blank check to do whatever it wanted
as to the progress and exploration of space and
other worlds. And to find out that that trust has
been misplaced is not something that is easily
forgettable in the minds of a public that is already
tired of politicians; the last thing they need is to
discover another large agency has fallen by the
wayside. Americans need to believe in their
institutions, and if that is destroyed too soon, they
come into realization that there are no
representatives in Washington—or anywhere
else—that have the people’s interest at heart.
You can hold the officials in government
accountable for their crimes against you—just as
the War Crimes Tribunal in Hague uses lies and
murderous, deceitful tactics to hold Milosevic and
the other accused war criminals accountable for the
Bolshevik bombings of the civilian infrastructure in
Serbia and Kosovo—Americans can do the same
for politicians who fail to do that which they are
being paid to do. You would no more want to
pay for an employee who does not work than you
would representatives who do not represent you.
YOU CAN LAWFULLY
TAKE BACK WHAT IS GOD’S
It is not difficult to take back your country
from the warlords; it is something that must be
done if you are to restore the U.S. to her former
greatness. The opportunities available for U.S.
citizens “for the asking” (that go largely
unrecognized because you don’t know what
conditions are like in other countries) are so
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you should.
Instead of advancing your level of growth
through the joy of being on that voyage of
discovery that never ends, you are so caught up
with the negative emotions of your seeming plight,
that you literally refuse to allow the experience to
be one that is learned from. You get so caught up
in your negative reactions, one following on the
heels of the other, that you close your mind off to
the learning process and enter into a condition of
stagnated growth.
It is a tempest that will keep you experiencing
the same old problems, because your negative
feelings towards your troubles keep you reexperiencing similar life conditions. You have to
let go of that which is holding you back and move
on with manifesting solutions to your plight; when
you do this you will discover that you not only can
move to lessons that are fun to learn, but you will
have less trouble in your lives as a result.
There will still be “turbulence”, but it will not
unseat you from your seat of sensation which is the
center of your being. As long as you are centered,
as to who you are and your oneness with God, the
troubles that plagued you when you were in
ignorance do not happen as frequently or with such
severity as they did when you helped it along by
your desperate reactions and emotional wallowing.
When the Elitists talk about quiet weapons for
quiet wars you should not overlook the effects of
psychological warfare. It is a phrase that is not
heard much in relations to its use over countries
like yours, but it is a fact that “psyops”
(psychological operations) are used more
heavily on Western cultures than they are in
Third World and so-called developing nations.
There is no need to use such expensive and
elaborate means of control of the masses where
they can just use the gun, but in your
country—since your citizenry are still armed
and their ideal of freedom is far more advanced
than poorer countries—PSYCHOLOGICAL
WARFARE IS THE FIRST ACTION OF
CHOICE TO BE USED AGAINST YOU!
The elite conspirators consider themselves to
be a smart bunch, but they have never failed to
underestimate the intelligence of free-thinking,
truth-seeking—AND GOD-RESPECTING—
people. Their thrust to subjugate you is mighty,
but their fear of an awakened populace is always
at the forefront of their backup plans to their
backup plans.
You greatly outnumber them, so their victory
over you must be one of cunning and well laid
traps. A primitive man does not defeat the tiger
with his bare hands or meager tool that is used for
digging. And neither does he win with haphazard
planning. The wild animal is dangerous and fully
equipped with everything it needs to survive.
It has a warm coat to survive the changing
environment, sharp claws and teeth, strong hunting
instincts and powerful senses to locate and run
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down its prey. Humans don’t have any of that, so
you rely on observation, caution and much
forethought to compete with and survive alongside
the tiger. A head-on approach to subduing it
would spell a quick and painful death; however,
using what tools you have been blessed with allows
you to not only survive and fend for yourself but
to even tame wild animals. Yet you are not much
different than a helpless infant when compared in
purely physical ways. It is your human mind and
the advanced level of your thinking that makes you
master of the other creatures on Earth.
The Khazarian elite see you much the same
way as you see the tiger. They know that on an
open, fair confrontation with you they would lose
miserably. Their only weapon to use against you,
in the beginning, was their mind. For if the
adversary could not outthink you there would be
no Anti-Christ group sided against you. The evil
ones who desired to take what you had would be
on equal footing, and there would be the give-andtake or “win some, lose some” campaigns and all
would average out to more or less equal victories
and losses depending on the overall state of the
environment the humans found themselves in. If
the land was lush and abundant, obviously there
would be less fighting as the drive to struggle for
survival wouldn’t be as strong, since any potential
“loser” could just as easily give in and move on to
greener pastures over the next hill.
At stake in your adversary’s game is ownership
of a planet. The average person does not look at
the possibility of a world up-for-grabs as a viable
option. Number one, people do not normally look
to the ultimate possession being a world that is ripe
for the taking. And number two, the great
reserves of wealth that are apparently needed to
carry out such a crusade are not in the budget of
the average citizen. And even those who have
managed to build considerable assets can think of
much more rewarding endeavors to spend the
money on than trying to take it all.
The inbred belief that the nobility of society is
the inheritor of this world is a sick and ego-based
way of thinking. What must be going on in the
human mind where his insatiable thrust for power
and control knows no bounds? Can you not see
that it is this attitude that causes and fuels the
conflicts your world is experiencing? It is going to
take a new kind of human being to turn things
around. The old way of “just allowing”, with no
thoughts or actions on your part, will not cut it in
these days of Satan’s rule over these ending times.
Evil will not just go away.

each and every inhabitant, and the combined you begin to live a life that is more befitting a
unified thoughts of humans have either a positive Christ being. Coincidences of a pleasant nature
or negative reaction on the Earth’s emotional become expected, welcome occurrences and no
wellbeing. If Shan is “upset” because you are longer do the worries of the world work to destroy
upset with your neighbor and contemplate bombing your body. Peace and harmony become your
him out of existence, then the planet is going to constant companions, and the desire to help your
experience those negative feelings, and they will fellow co-creators creates the spirit of collective
manifest as physical releases in one way or another. manifestation that is associated with an evolved
Certainly there are natural changes that are part society.
of the evolution of any celestial sphere; as with
LOVE REALLY DOES MAKE
anything else, however, the frequency and intensity
THE WORLD GO ‘ROUND
and often location, are tied directly to your state of
being in this time of change.
Won’t it be a grand time when this type of
You are going to see more and pronounced
thinking
is
examples of the lessons
predominant in your
in your lives coming
As
man
begins
to
change
his
thinking
world? The evil
about faster as your
he is going to find that the earthquakes, elements would
ability to know and learn
flooding and volcanic activity are have no place to
is increasing. Your
desire to know God and
influenced by collective thoughts. The hide and their
come into enlightenment
planet is intimately connected with each actions would find
has brought you to a
and every inhabitant and the combined no place to take
root in a balanced
place and time where
unified
thoughts
of
humans
have
either
society. Love is the
there is now only a short
a positive or negative reaction on the glue that holds the
time-span between the
Earth’s emotional wellbeing. If Shan is physical aspect of
need for a specific lesson
reality
and the manifestation of
“upset” because you are upset with your your
together.
Love
is
the lesson in physical
neighbor and contemplate bombing him
form, so that you can
out of existence, then the planet is going also the best
offensive weapon to
experience
it
for
to
experience
those
negative
feelings
and
use
against
recording in your eternal
they
will
manifest
as
physical
releases
in
aggression
that is
soul—or “book of life”.
one way or another.
directed to you or
This is a cherished
those whom you
set of circumstances in
love.
the universe. These
Keep in mind that at the core of all those
plans of demonstration are the very crash courses
things
you know to be the source of evil actions
that are sought by the masters. They know that
through these experiences of multiplied learning and intentions, love is the binding tie that connects
comes the fastest method there is in reaching their all. You are one, even with those perceived to be
your most bitter enemy. That awareness may be
goals of spiritual evolvement.
When mankind as a whole looks at life in this lost on the evil one because his hatred, and the fear
manner he can achieve miracles, and it will appear that drives him, is the all-consuming passion. But
that it is done without effort. This is the side for you the allowance of love in place of negative
effect of living a spiritual life. Your lives will emotions gives you the advantage.
You will have a clear head and access to
automatically conform to the Forces of Light that
work constantly to help you through the hurdles inspired “advice” and instinctual action that is only
and pitfalls of your experience. And for you it will able to be tapped into when you allow for the
seem as if you found the shortcut everyone else is connection to be there. The higher state of
beingness will not just float over you without the
looking for.
Well, there are no shortcuts as such—however, slightest bit of effort from you. Though it may
there are easier or more rewarding paths to get only take a little effort in the direction of desiring
where it is you want to go. Your guardian angels divine help, a little is all you need to open the door
work with you to help you—provided you open to the process in that it can grow and be a part of
yourselves up to commune with your unseen your continued development.
God has given you all that you need, like that
companions—find your footing in this wonderful
journey. By looking at everything that comes your tiger; however, it must go through the intermediary
way with the optimism that comes from knowing of thought before it is given translation to the
God Aton within, you literally command the tangible world. You can no more build a good,
long-lasting expansion bridge without plans than
universe to work on your behalf.
Creation is a bilateral-orientated, co-creatorship you can co-create a better life for yourself without
with the source of all things. By allowing the knowing what it is that you want to achieve. If
natural process of living in communion with God,
(Continued on page 22)

CHANGE YOUR THINKING AND YOU
CHANGE YOUR WORLD
As man begins to change his thinking he is
going to find that the earthquakes, flooding and
volcanic activity are influenced by collective
thoughts. The planet is intimately connected with
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Standoff: Bolsheviks
Vs. Russians
GERMAIN-jonur

7/25/99

Germain present to share. The leaders of your
world are meeting in various places in preparation
for the millennium changeover. They believe they
have covered all their bases and have sufficient
safeguards against you-the-people that they can
keep you in line no matter what they do to you.
They have the utmost confidence in their
technology to be able to manipulate you to the
point of capitulation and are smug in the
knowledge of having so much in preparation for
the main event.
RUSSIA AND THE U.S.
IN DIFFICULT TALKS
Washington and the Kremlin are in some very
serious negotiations regarding the ground and
space standoff that is happening right now. You
first must know that the Shuttle launch that finally
took place and the delays preceding liftoff were to
cover the possibility of a public incident in which
the Shuttle’s destruction could not be hidden from
the millions of viewers. Once the orbiter makes it
past the range of your cameras a totally different
mission is unfolded. The public announcements of
leaking fuel and electrical failures are not harmless
glitches—THESE ARE MAJOR CLUES!
The secret capabilities and military payloads are
not going to hold up to the scrutiny of thorough
questions and detailed explanations of the mission.
And it was fully believed by the Bolshevik military
planners that the world would witness another
Challenger disaster, so the stories as to it being an
accident were waiting in case they were needed.
Russia’s difficulties with Mir’s antennae
deployment belies a more serious set of
circumstances in light of the Shuttle problems and
Russia’s own failed rocket launch a couple of
weeks ago. Do not make the mistake of thinking
these space missions have no bearing on the war in
Serbia against Russian and French troops who are
on the side of the Serbs. The Bolshevik-run
British government is allowing for the murder of
Serb civilians to get you back into the fray. Russia
is already setting Milosevic up with support for
when he begins to move Serb troops and police
back into Kosovo.

Kosovar (Khazar Jews interspersed with the
“ethnic” Albanians) refugees that were chased from
their homes—not by Serb militias but by NATO
bombs—don’t seem to be of concern to Tony Blair
and Albright now that the Kosovars are caught
trying to “ethnically cleanse” Serbs.
The Khazars, posing as and taking advantage
of the real Albanians, were the ones NATO forces
were “protecting”. Whenever you were shown a
Khazar-Kosovar refugee going back to his home it
was always a dwelling of obvious wealth and
influence. The staged scenes of grief for the
pretenders were so bad that the Khazar-Kosovars
could not even cry real tears for the cameras.
Numerous among them were ones being paid to
grieve on cue—and most were not good actors!
The homes of the Khazar-Kosovars were
carefully “ransacked” to make it look as though
they suffered too. However, when you compare
the relatively unscathed conditions of their homes
or numerous businesses (Kosovo is a very poor
country, who do you think owns all those shops
and cafes? The same ones who own all the
shopping malls, supermarkets and cafes in America.
The Jewish domination game has no borders,
friends.) to the completely gutted and burned out
substandard homes of the many ethnic groups that
make up Serbia and Kosovo, you can see that the
only precision bombing done was that which
spared the Khazar instigators.
THE KREMLIN WAS NOT FOOLED

In order for your allied forces to have what
they are trying to convince you is the right to
invade a foreign country without a declaration of
war from Congress, spies had to be in position on
the ground in areas that are known to the military
leadership. You can be sure that no misguided
missiles and bombs fell on the secret allies to the
invasion of Kosovo—just as these same spies are
now beginning their behind-the-scenes battle to
mobilize a force to bring the war right to
Milosevic’s courtyard.
The Russians have not been fooled by the
steady march to war under the guise of peace.
The Bolshevik tricks that captured Russia and
turned it into the communistic Soviet Union are
familiar scenarios to the Kremlin’s veterans of war.
They know whom they’re up against and are fully
KOSOVAR-KHAZAR JEWS
aware of the deceptive actions of the Zionist
The double standards that existed for the warmongers.
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As for the U.S. understanding of things, you
are completely in the dark. The media is a
Bolshevik tool, and it is in expert hands as to the
effects it is having on the psyche of the American
public.
You will go along with anything the Zionist
lobbyists in Washington order you to do. Even the
thought of nuclear war is blissfully diluted from the
minds of the public. Do you think that nuclear
weapons are some mythical force out of Greek
mythology? Do you think that somehow you can
use magic to stop atomic weapons from raining
out of a clear blue sky? Or do you just enjoy
teasing and baiting the beast—bicycling and soccer
not exciting enough for you?
THE BRITISH ARE COMING
Your government is in serious talks with
superpower governments that want to blow you
away in one way or another, and yet, it gets about
as much attention as the daily lotto numbers. This
pretending that things are fine is not the way to
solve your problems. While you sleep in front of
your televisions or at your dead-end job, the real
power brokers are planning the new government
that will control every aspect of your lives.
The solution to your financial woes is to take
away your ability to take care of yourselves and
have the state do it for you. Since when did you
go from a pioneering example of a society built for
the betterment of man, to a welfare state where
you need your government to take care of you?
Weren’t the British—the same guys that
ordered you to war against a country you knew
nothing about—the ones you fought for
independence during one of several attempts to
make you subservient to the royal crown? The
British Israelites own your country, which places
your entire hopes for the future in their hands.
Well, they’ve shown you in the past and the
present what kind of future they have in store for
you. And you won’t live to see it if you don’t put
a stop to the madness of your secret shadow
government that is playing with fire. The traitors
in your midst have sold your country from under
you to the highest bidder, and the criminals make
no apologies as they no longer even try to hide
their connections to the evil cartels.
ANOTHER LOOK AT
NEW WORLD ORDER PUPPETS
The appointed puppets of the New World
Order Global Government gathered at the funeral
of a fallen elitist. (There seems to be a rash of
deaths of important leaders and backroom advisors
of late—must be another shakeup of the elite
family tree). This follows behind a similar
pageantry of royals from across Europe who came
to London for Princess Alexia’s wedding.
The Arab world is in mourning over King
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Hassan of Morocco—though he was only a British
tool for the monarchy, he is still seen as an Arab.
The Islamic world doesn’t longer submit to
intimidation of Western nations, because they
know how the game works as concerns them. The
Arabs know they have been used to glean untold
fortunes for the Committee of 300 Olympian
organization. They also know that great fortunes
promised to their people will not see their open
hands, because it is going to be “lost” in American
holding companies that speculated in markets that
are to be blamed for losing the Arab assets.
You are going to see many more traders,
investment bankers and financiers like Martin
Frankel, who turned up missing with more than $3
billion in insurance company revenues. Ones like
Frankel do not operate alone, and in this case he
had the full backing of the Mossad dirty-tricks
department. Those funds are in the coffers of
Israel—as are stolen assets from numerous other
public funds you have not been told about yet.
The fall guys are either innocent dealers looking to
make it big, or planted financial intelligence assets
employed to facilitate easier confiscating (stealing)
of funds.
Just as the Zionists mean to charge the entire
industrialized world with blame in the Holocaust
hoax and reveal just how greedy Khazrian Jews are
in the process, all your institutions of public trust
as to retirement accounts, medical care, Social
Security, welfare, social services, board of
education funds—THE THIEVES MEAN TO
DEPRIVE YOU OF THE MEANS TO SUSTAIN
YOUR LIVES IN PHYSICAL FORMAT. The
Khazarian robber is never satisfied with getting the
best of you in the market places, he has to destroy
your means of self-sufficiency.
This kind of enemy is most dangerous in that
his thrust is to constantly plan ways to take, take
and take from you. If you are always on guard
from the perpetual threat of being robbed, you do
not take the time to rise above the threat and build
your theft-proof asset protection. This does not
mean that it is totally foolproof, but with the added
protection of privacy, it does make you one of the
more challenging targets of Khazar conquests, and
Khazars are like the AIDS virus—they are very
lazy parasites—they ravage the more susceptible
hosts first.
This translates into UNSUSPECTING hosts, as
Khazars are more inclined to take from those who
believe them to be their good friends. To gain the
world’s supply of open and accountable gold by
such a small group of people—over and above the
masses of an entire planet—is nothing short of
organized crime. The network for such
organization is the various Jewish groups such as
the ADL, JDL, Jewish lobbies, the American
Motion Picture Association, ad infinitum. The
American Medical Association and the America
Bar Association are very powerful tools in the
Khazar arsenal of control over the masses of non-

Jews in America, and, through America’s The world can see that what the British-Israel
military—the rest of the world.
group is up to is along the lines of the evil foretold
by the prophecies—the old ones as well as the
RUSSIA HAS GOLD TOO
new.
The religious among the masses are far more
Russia’s economic collapse last summer, that apt to enter a holy war with America today than
was calculated to bring the Russian military under they have been since the founding of your nation.
submission, had the opposite effect. The people of To them you have sold them out. They too fought
Russia went on with their daily business and, for against British rule at some point in their history—
the most part, coped with whatever came their just as you did. But you have joined the monarchy
way. They have gone through enough to know and have turned against your brothers that could
how to survive the worst of times and still come relate to your Independence war. They had
out optimistic that things will get better.
sympathy then, but now you have sold your soul to
They survived an occupational government the devil, and they can no longer watch as you
under the Khazars and after losing over one take up British Israel’s cause.
hundred million people, and finally gaining the
If you allow a war to take place, that will be
upper hand, the Russians realize that their number three as world wars go, much focus will be
happiness does not depend on how much money on the U.S. as to who is going to bomb you first.
they have as a people.
You cannot take over the job of world elitist and
Russia has immense deposits of gold inside her not expect some flak to come your way. The
borders, and the military leadership is planning on enemy of the people has always been the elite
using it when the time is right. There are other ruling factions, but your nation was rich and
countries that have large supplies of gold as well, powerful, and you had no obvious royal ties. Well,
whether or not it is still within the Earth in its you do have blood members of current sitting
natural state or ferreted away by their people under kings and queens in the liberal political
their sleeping mattresses or buried under a rock, establishment in America, and so you have become
the Khazar moneychangers will no longer have the just another British outpost in Her Majesty’s
monopoly on wealth that they’ve held for so many empire. But it is going to be this generation that
centuries.
is part of the change that is coming. The days of
When God gives you the tools to do your elite, Satanic control over this planet are coming to
building, you will be on equal footing with the an end. The factions that are doing the damage
Khazars as to project potential. The Elite One are going to be separated from all that is still good,
Worlders decided to use their wealth to acquire and that is going to make it most easy to
more and more of all that they saw. And their distinguish the good guys from the bad.
greed has gotten them massive riches, but it has
Only the lack of God in schools, in politics
also given them some bitter enemies as a result of AND IN CHURCH has allowed you to not even
how they went about securing their plunder.
notice how you are perceived in the world. The
God Aton’s people are faced with the same spirit of religion has been killed in your country
temptations and the same choices of what to do and now you are ruled by mob rule. The voting
with the power that comes from having great sums in or out of something has become the means in
of money at your disposal. Freewill choice is which morality is judged. Have you forgotten your
never taken away from you; the choice of what to inner guidance of what is right or wrong? That’s
do is a part of your lesson. If you have indeed just the idea: The elite don’t want you using those
learned the lesson, the tests are in the choices you inner faculties because in almost all instances you
make once you know truth. This is often the would see right through the facade and demand
biggest testing you will have that determines if you that your leaders clean up their lives.
have made progress. Can you follow the Laws as
It boils down to accountability; if you do not
given forth by man and by God when left to your make the people you send to the capitol stand
own devices?
behind their deeds, which all too often turn out to
be bad for your state and for the nation, you are
AMERICA IN THE YEAR 2000
guilty of aiding and abetting a criminal cartel to
function without making the slightest attempt to
The American people will either be an example put an end to the crimes. If the Book of Life were
of a country that has pulled itself out of the mouth to be opened right now, displaying the lives of all
of the beast, or they will be a cautionary tale of who live under the banner of your Constitutional
what not to do when dealing with the adversary of Republic, it would show that nearly all would be
man. Your nation is being looked at to see what guilty of war crimes against humanity.
role a free society is supposed to adopt as to being
We have told you that your country is being
the example for world leadership. At least that’s used as the instrument of death for the genocidal
the way it was.
plans of the secret government. You have much
The participation of the U.S. with the British evidence supporting this fact, yet you still allow the
elite has turned many a potential ally against you.
(Continued on page 22)
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How God Functions
Is Being Revealed
HATONN-dharma Rec. #2

7/28/99

A MORNING RECOGNITION OF GOD
It helps to start your day with the RIGHT call
to consciousness that we always defer our own will
in favor of that which is all seeing, all knowing and
all thinking—in perfection—GOD ALLAH
CREATOR.
Once you have learned to turn over your will
into the "will of God" you have reason to KNOW
that what is toward perfection will always be
accomplished—even if YOU do not recognize it to
be so in your limitation of physical form.
I would note that many of you were able to
relate to the "invisible" aspect of presence through
the little reminder that you cannot see the wind but
you KNOW that it is there when you see things
moving in its wake. I have a bit more warm
thought from a child:
A wee child sat before the window as a storm
swept through the area. Fascinated, the child
watched with no other notice of that which was
around it.
The mother of the child had explained how the
child might know the wind even if it would be
invisible by the moving shadows as the wind swept
the branches of the trees hither and yon in the
sunshine. But now the rain came and the storm
raged.
Mother finally asked the child what was so
interesting and the child simply said, "I am
watching the wind cry."
How many of you would note the wind
"crying"?
So let us look unto a little verse that might
bring to consciousness "HIS WILL" in our
"SERVICE" so that we recognize that the wind
laughs and the wind cries—even if only to give
proof of HIS PRESENCE.
LORD
“Make me an instrument of Your peace; where
there is hatred, let me sow love; where there is
injury, pardon; where there is doubt, faith; where
there is despair, hope; where there is darkness,
light, and where there is sadness, joy. O Divine
master: grant that I may not so much seek to be
consoled as to console; to be understood as to
understand; to be loved, as to love, for it is in

giving that we receive; it is in pardoning that we
are pardoned, and it is in dying that we are born.”
—St. Francis of Assisi
Please allow me to add: Let me not serve in
ignorance that which is evil while thinking I am
serving goodness, for that is the way in which evil
overtakes the ignorant.
LET ME NOT
SUPPORT, IN ANY WAY, THAT WHICH IS
EVIL, BE IT THROUGH ASSENT TO
WRONGDOING, POWER ELITISM, FUNDING
FOR THEIR EVIL INTRIGUES, OR BY
FAILING TO NOTE WRONGDOING IN
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
OF
THAT
WRONGDOING. WHEN WE BOW TO THE
DEMANDS OF THOSE WHO WOULD
DESTROY US WE ARE DESTROYING SELF
MORE GREATLY. STOP IT, PLEASE, AND
LET ME KNOW THE DIFFERENCES IN THAT
WHICH PRESENTS UNTO ME AS
RIGHTEOUS OR WRONG.
AND, FATHER, IN ASKING, YEA
CALLING, I EXPECT THE ANSWER TO MY
PETITION BUT I WAIT UPON YOUR
WISDOM IN PERFECTION TO SEND UNTO
ME THAT WHICH I NEED TO ACCOMPLISH
YOUR WILL IN THE MOST PERFECT WAY
POSSIBLE TO ME UNTO THEE.
THY WILL BE DONE AS I GROW IN
STATURE THAT MY WILL "IS" THINE OWN.
ALLOW ME TO BE YOUR SERVANT THAT
TOGETHER WE MAY, IN WISDOM,
ACCOMPLISH YOUR WILL THROUGH YOUR
THOUGHT
AND
MY
PHYSICAL
PRESENTATIONS. THANK YOU FOR THE
LESSONS WHICH ARE OFFERED THAT I
MAY LEARN AND GROW, AND FATHER, I
THANK YOU FOR THE PROBLEMS I DO
NOT HAVE WHICH IN YOUR PERFECTION
HAVE FAILED TO COME UNTO ME.
THANK YOU IN REVERENCE AND
RESPECT. THROUGH THIS DAY AND
THOSE THAT PERCHANCE MAY COME MY
WAY, LET ME PUT ASIDE MY PHYSICALEGO WISHES AND SERVE TRUTH,
INTEGRITY, HONOR, LOVE AND LIGHT. I
ONLY HAVE THIS MOMENT TO BRING
BEAUTY AND TRUTH UNTO MY FELLOW
TRAVELERS, BUT I MUST BEGIN TO
RECOGNIZE POSITIVE CHANGE FROM THE
SUPPORTING OF NEGATIVE EVIL INTENT.
LET ME OFFER A MAN A JOB AND NOT A
HANDOUT. LET ME OFFER CHARITY
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WHERE IT IS NEEDED—WHILE THE
RECIPIENT OF THE HELP FINDS HIS WAY
TO WORTHY PRODUCTION AND NEVER
ALLOW ME TO OFFER AS TO RESPONSE TO
BEGGING—FOR THAT MAKES THE
RECEIVER A BEGGAR AND NEVER, PLEASE
NEVER, LET ME CONTRIBUTE TO LOW
SELF ESTEEM OF ANY OTHER IF HE BE
HONEST IN ASKING HELP OR GUIDANCE.
HARD LESSONS IN FULL PRESENTATION
Dharma questions my input regarding
supporting evil in those who simply enjoy
destroying another under perceptions that they
seem to have "something" coming when they are
actually THE GUILTY WRONGDOERS.
Example: Try the Phoenix Institute (PI) which
is often under FULL ATTACK, and there too are
the Ekkers, simply for making every effort under
the heavens, including the heavens, to disallow any
who touch us to have mischief reflect on any.
They struggled; they lost all their property; they
leased a farm and spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars on bringing everything to code and never
once has anyone at all paid for the privilege of use
thereof OR has there been any production real
therefrom.
The first tenant was even President, as well, of
the Board of PI. But that party took, unlawfully,
funds, and did actually take in valued loans and
equipment an additional $50,000—this in addition
to free living, utilities, everything; with an
additional sum of some $50,000 PER YEAR. This
party also gained thousands of dollars from the
"Welfare" system for the support of the seven
children and had full quota of ongoing Food
Stamps from the Federal program. The farm was
losing massive amounts of funds, and yet when
stopped, the entire of the lot turned against Ekkers,
as if somehow they had abused some privilege of
supporting the cheats, liars and deadbeats. Other
"takers" from PI funding also jumped into the fray,
accusing Ekkers of being terrible people.
We can name many other instances but this one
covers most. Green set forth PI while Ekkers
PAID even for the Corporation. Green was on the
Board of Directors but asked to not show as an
officer for privacy to cover his activities. So, he
directed ALL mail, communications, etc., to
himself as he set forth to "raise money". Then he
stole the gold he acquired into the over-halfmillion- dollar amounts, not to even mention other
loans taken and funds DIVERTED.
Then some lenders came forth with lawsuits
demanding their funds back in full on an instant's
notice. Never were loans set up to be handled in
such manner. NEVER. Once again, however,
Ekkers tried to fit everyone's needs until finally the
entire Institute is bound in legal morass and
attempts to bring it into receivership.
Well, the agreement to any lender was to have
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gold double in value from the day of the loan.
This was Green's plan, but Ekker made it work.
Green obviously planned to take the funds, the
gold, and dump the Institute. But the cheat turned
the cards to accuse the Ekkers. And that hue and
cry was taken up by EVERY TAKER ALONG
THE PATHWAY, FROM THE PAPER TO THE
BOOK DISTRIBUTOR AND RIGHT
THROUGH TAKING ACTUAL FUNDS FROM
BANK ACCOUNTS HERE AND THERE, AND
LARGE SUMS WHEN CAUGHT. BUT WHO
IS BASHED, BUTCHERED AND BLAMED?
AH INDEED, THE VERY ONES MAKING
EVERY EFFORT UNDER THE HEAVENS TO
INSURE NO LOSS TO ANYONE IN SPITE OF
ANYTHING DONE TO THEM—WHICH IS
NOW AGAIN LOSING THEIR HOME IN
THEIR ABSENCE WITHOUT EVEN ABILITY
TO MOVE OUT THEIR PERSONAL
BELONGINGS AND BIRD AVIARIES. AND
IT IS SAID TO THESE PEOPLE: "IT IS NOT
PERSONAL, JUST GOOD BUSINESS."
So, what is good business? Good business is
to STOP "FIXING" IT FOR THE
NEREDOWELLS AND GRAFTERS, CHEATS
AND LIARS.
IT IS NOT EKKERS’
RESPONSIBILITY, PEOPLE—ANY OF IT! SO
WHY DO THEY KEEP TRYING TO MAKE IT
THROUGH THE NEXT FARM LEASE
PAYMENT? BECAUSE THEY DON'T WANT
TO LOSE THE RESERVES IN GRAIN, BEANS
AND GEAR THAT HAS TO BE AT THAT
FARM. IS IT EKKERS’ PROBLEM? NO, NO
MORE THAN JOHN DOE'S.
Are the return of funds, as in loan repayments,
Ekker's problem? No, Ekker was treasurer and
had to sign his name to loan documents—no other.
Doris wrote some 250 Journals, did tapes for
me, perfected my products to keep an income flow
moving so that people could be paid and
obligations met, while instead of having assets,
Ekkers were hounded in court over and over again
for others’ transgressions and now have remained
away from home for a year in distant Third World
nations for MY SERVICE and our renewal of
ability to meet all obligations in spite of the evil
destroyers.
And, they do their dirty deeds and accusations
in every rotten and corrupt manner known to
political thugs. This is deliberate destruction in
intent of not just Ekkers, readers, but to prevent
being caught further in their own misguided and
unlawful actions.
Why do I again speak of these things?
Because you have to understand that when you try
to meet responsibilities which protect or serve the
adversary—you ARE THE DESTROYER!!!
So, it is over, chelas. Those who do these evil
deeds can depend on no further help from any of
MY TEAM, INCLUDING EKKERS.
The legal counsels who would place PI into
receivership? They may they go where the Sun is

very seldom seen due to the deep walls of the pit
in which they have dug for themselves.
And you who would now push PI into
BANKRUPTCY? Be our guest and good luck for
what will happen is that ALL lenders will lose their
sums because of the fact that the value of gold has
been deliberately dumped and NO LOANS ARE
EVEN DUE AND OWING. And yes, that
"maturity" clause was fully recognized by courts of
law. And regular interest payments? Well, funny
thing, Mr. Martin (Cortright), Gail Irwin, Ed
Young, et al., felt that they needed YOUR
INTEREST RESERVES worse than YOU—and
TOOK IT RIGHT OUT OF THE BANK
ACCOUNTS FOR THEIR PERSONAL USE
AND THE STARTING OF ANOTHER PAPER
AND PUBLISHING CORPORATION AT YOUR
EXPENSE, AFTER DESTROYING CONTACT.
And the farm and Bilgers? Wow, what about
them, aided and abetted by such as their friend Al,
etc.? Well, they made up a whole "cult" scenario
with guns and everything and sent the pictures to
the local TV and media. Jan Dominick joined in
the secret television as if she wouldn't be caught in
her deeds. She also worked with such as Brent
Moorhead to conspire to get the largest lender for
the house property to FORECLOSE. Oh yes,
indeed, PROOF ABOUNDS!
Then, when working diligently to bring funds
through international sources, the largest one
transaction was followed up by the checking-out of
our working Association, G.A.I.A., which is
agencied at Nevada Corporate Headquarters, and
that under Cort Christie—as of May (this year).
Brent Moorhead told the investigators from that
"transaction" which was with the Sultan of Brunei,
but as well, accompanied by TWO MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS (GENERALS)
DIRECTLY FROM PRESIDENT ESTRADA
THAT NCH "DOES NOT REPRESENT THAT
CORPORATION, AS ITS AGENT". FURTHER,
DEROGATORY ACCUSATIONS WERE MADE
AGAINST EKKERS, STATING THAT THEY
"OWE A LOT TO PEOPLE IN THE
PHILIPPINES AND ALL OVER AS WELL".
The parties knew of the lies because they had
come from the Nevada Secretary of State, directly.
However, this stopped a multi-billion $$$
transaction and a multi-million $$$ loan to Ekkers
to allow meeting of all assumed obligations. I
believe anyone wishing to check this out can find
that Mr. Martin is in knowing that the other party
to the transactions is after his head, so to speak,
and we are told that Martin (Cortright) is in hiding.
TRUTH ALWAYS COMES OUT, READERS—
AND IT IS TAKING LESS TIME WITH
WORSE CONSEQUENCES FOR EVIL.
So, Ekkers? Doris stated it: LET THEM
HAVE IT ALL; I SIMPLY DO NOT INTEND
TO FURTHER SUPPORT THE EVIL OF
THESE TRAITORS, AND I RESIGN FROM
ANY CONNECTION WITH THE PHOENIX
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INSTITUTE.
The corporate books for PI have been
MISSING (taken) since Green left and moved
himself and the stolen goods to Nevada. There has
been reference from Mark Williams, Green's righthand man, that Green owned the Institute, thus
making the gold his own and not at all thieved.
So, who exactly owes the return of loans? Well,
any help having come in these latter few years and
months—I DO. And, "I" have taken care to
protect the people (lenders). I will also protect my
students and team. GREEN OWES THE REST
OF YOU FOR THAT WHICH HE THIEVED
AND THAT WHICH HE BORROWED
WITHOUT RETURN. AND THE 110,000
JOURNALS HE APPARENTLY SOLD AT $10/
EA. WOULD MORE THAN PAY OFF ANY
DEBTS.
Responsibility is not just with the ones YOU
CHOOSE to pronounce the responsibility for your
own cause just because you pronounce it to be so,
nor does anyone have to meet your demands.
I can tell you now that Ekkers will not cease
to fight for the right to LIVE AND EXIST. They
have given everything to the leeches and backshooters. They are THROUGH, because I demand
that they be THROUGH, and let the flak fall
where it belongs, on the destroyers, traitors,
betrayers of truth, honor and JUSTICE. GO
FORTH, PEOPLE, AND COLLECT FROM THE
CULPRITS WHO TOOK YOUR PROPERTY
AND USED IT FOR THEMSELVES WHILE
CLAIMING UNDER THE VERY RECEIVING
AND HONOR OF GOD. TRY SPECTRUM
GROUP CULT AND THOSE TAKERS AND
THEN REREAD ALL OF MAY 15th's EDITION
OF THEIR USURPED PAPER IN "MY" NAME.
THESE ARE LIARS, CHEATS, THIEVES AND
CONSPIRATORS, AND YOU MAY QUOTE
THIS, "IN MY NAME"!
You may have to vacate the farm property, but
there is no way that we cannot meet obligations on
that property before there is legal need to forfeit
the products therein.
I ask that an accounting, Margie and Rex, of
all the missing items at that farmhouse and known
adjacent buildings and a formal demand for return
of all things be made to Bilgers or we will bring
charges for theft against them. No, we do not
even forfeit one used pillowcase. This is WRONG
and it is time the thieves confront their wrongs for
we are weary of supporting evil-doers, with your
funds or ours—period.
What will we do about the NCH debacle and
Brent Moorhead who was acting, in Cort's
absence, as Manager? That is under consideration
and private for the moment. However, you who
participate with us—IT IS YOUR LIFE, YOUR
LIVELIHOOD AND OUR ABILITY TO
FUNCTION
AND
PROSPER
THAT
CONFRONTS US HERE. THIS IS NOT A
LOSS FOR EKKERS ALONE; THEY WERE
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SIMPLY WILLING TO PLACE THEIR NECKS
ON THE BLOCK TO ENSURE NO LOSS TO
ANYONE SAVE THEMSELVES—AND THE
TRANSACTION LOAN AND PROJECT HAVE
STOPPED DEAD TO SEE HOW TO BEST
CONTINUE OR TO NOT CONTINUE AT ALL.
However, with THIS, know that it is OVER.
We will continue to act and, yes indeed, around
the clock we work and all will be balanced—but in
honor and integrity for those who have struggled
with us to arrive at harvest. I DO NOT SERVE
MY ADVERSARIES—PERIOD. And when they
ask me: "But what will happen to me?" There is
a very, very good response once given to a spoiled
and evil little brat by Rhett Butler in Gone with the
Wind: "Frankly my dear(s), I don't give a damn."
Oh, but God "Wouldn't say that?" Oh yes HE
WOULD!
Ekkers have NOTHING and have even spent
every cent of their old-age pensions on making
payments to these demanders. It IS OVER!
There is nothing with them, nothing with any
corporation and frankly it would be the best time
in the history of mankind—to fold the Institute, for
the banks would have taken the gold, and you now
have to rely on the very notes as THEY WERE
ISSUED, for the gold was for the Institute in point
as collateral to the banks which simply took it.
There is a lot of debt and perhaps some confusion
on the part of you who followed and served such
as Green and Tuten, and their insipid attorneys.
The notes are with the Institute—and as you
destroy the Institute—there is no recovery, and
you had better think about it, because receivership
is not in question any longer. If you are to
recover—you will support us and the Ekkers, that
the Institute be able to meet commitments, for we
can promise that none of our Alliance funding will
move into that entity for the conspiring thieves to
skim.
I will see to it that MY people not only do not
lose anything but will have abundant return and
additional reward. This is the way of God in HIS
functioning. OUR DECLARED, AND YES WE
KNOW EVEN THE ONES WHO HAVEN'T
ACTUALLY "DECLARED", SO-CALLED
ENEMIES WHO HAVE DENOUNCED US
WHILE MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO
DESTROY US AND CONSPIRE FOR THEIR
OWN GAIN. THERE IS NOTHING BUT DEBT
TO BE HAD, AND GAIN FOR THOSE EVIL
CONSPIRATORS SHALL NOT MERIT A
FARTHING. YOU WHO CLAIM FAITH IN
GOD AND HONORED US WITH HELP FOR
RECOVERY WILL REJOICE. THE OTHERS
WILL BE DANGLING IN TERROR AT THIS
READING, BECAUSE THEY KNOW THAT
THEY HAVE BLOWN THE OPPORTUNITY
OF THE MILLENNIUM. WE ASKED FOR NO
"INVESTMENT" AND DECLINED ANY SUCH
ATTITUDE ALL ALONG THE WAY, AND WE
WILL NO LONGER SIMPLY CONCERN WITH

WHAT SOME OTHER MIGHT HAVE "TOLD
YOU" OTHERWISE. AND, ALL OF YOU
PARTICIPANTS, GIVERS OF GIFTS OR
LOANS, YOU MUST REALIZE THAT TO
DESTROY THE INSTITUTE IS NOW
DESTRUCTION
OF
THE
LOANS
THEMSELVES.
What do I suggest? That you do all you can
to HELP get through the next few short weeks
and leave the operation intact, help get out the
paper so that you have regular information; for this
paper, CONTACT, is for communications with our
team and crew. I also suggest you try to raise
funds to save the farm which is somewhere around
$5,000 due and immediately owing on the lease.
We are working out the business transactions, and
we have passed "critical mass" when our agreedupon current agreements are finished and
processed. And one transaction will quadruple
amounts needed for EVERYTHING. But if you
do not wish to save your own assets, we cannot
help, for the funds will be left where they cannot
be stolen or misused—period.
We are going to move forward with interrelations between these transactions and our
Sovereign Brothers of Native America. The assets
are huge but all assets that might be considered as
Ekkers' pay for services will be turned over legally
to third party corporate entities. Ekkers would
rather have NOTHING for selves than to pay one
more cent to the evil takers. All will be "loans",
anyway, and backed by HARD GOLD
COLLATERAL—NEVER TO AGAIN BE
STRUCTURED WHERE THEFT CAN TAKE
ANYTHING OR EVERYTHING.
But is it too late to help solve the problems
and set things to "right"? In some places, no—in
others, yes. Certainly the house matter could be
simply interrupted short of more litigation and
court actions. The farm can be shored up into
September’s end by less than $10,000 plus some
utilities and would give ample time for any
transactions to finalize as presented to us by those
doing the transactions. Can transactions fall
through? Of course, but with six hundred over
$62.5 million—some of them will NOT and I will
not further discuss the REASONS for not falling
through in this writing or any other that will move
into adversarial hands the minute it is placed on the
electronic equipment or shared around by generous
information holders.
Do we care who has information? Not
really—but the facts are that the information given
is USED FALSELY and therefore becomes what
is assumed to be a weapon against us, and we are
weary of the ongoing Nut-hatch Coo-coo-bird
handling of our most private negotiations and
transactions. Our agreements with the Power-Elite
call for "privacy", and we KEEP OUR WORD ON
ALL THINGS GIVEN THAT WORD.
Now, E.J. asks about the inconvenience of any
action regarding things back "home". It has been
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a year and, dear heart, there has been so much
information taken from your offices and dwelling,
as to leave nothing on most of your priorly
involved corporations; as THEY THOUGHT
THEY WERE GETTING PROOF OF
SOMETHING OR OTHER TO HANG YOU.
WHAT THEY HAVE FOUND IS THAT
NOTHING INCORRECT WAS DONE—BUT
THEY HAVE TAKEN, AND NOW CAN'T
RETURN WITHOUT DISCOVERY, THE
DOCUMENTATION FOR THE FILES. THE
INSTITUTE IS LEFT NOTHING BUT
ONGOING INTEREST-RECEIVERS AND A
GENERAL
LISTING
OF
MOST
PARTICIPANTS—EVEN THE CORPORATE
RECORDS HAVE BEEN TAKEN. CHARLES
NEIL IS BEING BLAMED, BECAUSE HE
ALWAYS HAD TOTAL ACCESS TO
EVERYTHING, INCLUDING ALL INCOMING
FAX, MAIL, ETC., DOCUMENTS TO
ANYONE EVEN CIRCULATING THROUGH
THE OFFICES. FINE, PERHAPS HE WILL
NOW SEE TO IT THAT THE GUILTY
PARTIES OWN UP—BUT THEY WON'T, SO
THEY WILL LEAVE HIM TO NOW SUFFER
THE
CONSEQUENCES
OF
THEIR
UNLAWFUL BREAKING AND ENTERING
WITH REMOVAL OF PROPERTY.
KATHY IS ALSO BEING "BLAMED" FOR
GIVING PRIVATE INFORMATION, AS IS
BRENT MOORHEAD, AS TO BOOKS,
PARTICIPANTS, AND GENERAL OPERATING
INFORMATION GIVEN, BY HER OWN
WORDS, TO RICK MARTIN-CORTRIGHT,
THINKING HIM TO BE A FRIEND. WELL,
RICK NOW HIDES WHILE OTHERS TAKE
BLAME FOR HIS DEEDS. SO BE IT. WE
HAD NOTHING TO HIDE—EVER—AND
NOW THE DIRTY DEED-DOERS HAVE
TAKEN THE RECORDS TO PROVE SOME
PERCEIVED WRONGDOING, EVEN TAKING
INFORMATION OFF THE COMPUTERS IN
E.J.'S OFFICE, ONLY TO FACTUALLY ONLY
TAKE THE DOCUMENTS WHICH NOW
INCRIMINATE OR AT THE LEAST DEPRIVE
USE IN ANY COURT CASE—FOR IF THE
VERY ADVERSARY HAS REMOVED
DOCUMENTS AND FILES, THEN THERE
ARE NONE TO BE HAD FOR THE EKKERS
TO PRODUCE ON DEMAND.
BUT EKKERS ARE GOING TO DEMAND
FROM
EVERYONE
AROUND,
DOCUMENTATION STARTING WITH THE
"TRUST-DEEDS" OR WHATEVER WAS
DONE TO ESTABLISH THE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT YEARS AGO. BETTY
TUTEN PRODUCED THEM FOR MR. HORN
FOR DEPOSITION, AND IT COST THE
HOUSE, IN TOTAL, TO BE LOST TO
EKKERS UNDER THE ASSUMPTION THAT
THE HOUSE WAS SOMEHOW BOUGHT
DIRECTLY "FOR" THEM. NO, AND WE
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INTEND TO BRING TO LIGHT EXACTLY
WHAT HAPPENED, FOR CORT CHRISTIE,
WHO SET UP THE PROGRAM WITH ED
CLEARY (DECEASED), HAS NOW DUMPED
THE CORPORATE STRUCTURE AS WELL.
THIS TURNS OUT, CHELAS, TO BE A
REMARKABLY INTERESTING THING TO
CONSIDER.
THE TITLE TO THAT
PROPERTY IS NOW SO HOPELESSLY IN
QUESTION AS TO BOGGLE ANY TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY. Sale at foreclosure?
Perhaps, but the title will be clouded as in a
monsoon rainstorm. Ekkers have no way to sort
it out and more especially from half-a-world away
and no way to get home in order to negotiate
anything, as this is all done deliberately in THEIR
ABSENCE. WELL, YOU ARE NOW PLAYING
GAMES WITH "ME", LITTLE CHILDREN—
YOU KNOW, THAT OLD NASTY HATONN,
WHO DID NOT MOVE ANYWHERE WITH
ANYONE IN SPECTRUM. NOW, PLEASE,
TAKE UP YOUR EVIL ATTITUDES WITH
GOD, FOR I HAVE NO MORE TIME TO
TOLERATE THE NASTY, DIRTY TRICKS "IN
THE NAME OF GOD AND JUST GOOD
BUSINESS". IT IS NOT GODLY, AND IT IS
TERRIBLE "BUSINESS" ON ITS OWN MERIT
WITHOUT CONSIDERING ANYTHING ELSE
AFOOT. IT IS, HOWEVER, GOOD AND
SUBSTANTIAL SORTING.
EVIL IS THROUGH PREVAILING,
READERS.
WE ARE TO A NEW
MILLENNIUM AND THE "TIME OF THE
LORD", AND WE ARE GOING TO BRING AS
MANY BACK AS ARE REQUIRED TO
CHANGE THIS SICK WORLD INTO
HEALTHY FREEDOM AND PEACE, AS FAR
AS IS POSSIBLE AMONG THE HUMAN
RACES.
You just didn't realize that the "NEW
JERUSALEM" OF GOD is NOT the same old
"New Jerusalem" of the Fuggers. But, if you paid
any attention to the TRUE seers and true
PROPHETS, you would know that the NEW
CITIES AND NATIONS OF GOD IN
FREEDOM AND ABUNDANCE WOULD
COME OUT OF THE SEA OF PEACE IN
WHAT YOU WILL CALL THE OLD
LEMURIA—RE-ESTABLISHED. IT DOESN'T
HAVE TO RAISE OUT OF THE SEA TO
BECOME WONDROUS TO BEHOLD—THIS
HAPPENS TO BE WHERE IT IS AT AND
WHERE WE, LONG AGO, SET RESERVES
AGAINST THIS DAY FOR THIS VERY
PROGRAM, AND IT WOULD COME TO BE
THAT MAN WOULD UNDERSTAND AND
USE IN GOODNESS THE GIFTS PRESENTED
IN HONOR OF GOD ALLAH. THERE IS DUE
A NEW WORLD, OK, BUT IT IS NOT THE
NEW WORLD ORDER OF DECEIT AND
ENSLAVEMENT.
Now, KNOW, that you can serve with us

(ME) or you can do everything you choose against
us—BUT WE SHALL WIN THE HOUR, THE
DAY AND THE WAY. BUT MY PEOPLE
WILL NO LONGER SERVE YOU WHO ARE
BUT TAKERS AND SELFISH GRABBERS. IT
SIMPLY IS THE WAY IT IS, AND SURELY
YOU KNEW GOD COULD DO IT, STUDENTS
OF LIFE.
Dharma had not anticipated this writing or the
Memorandum given earlier this day but in each
writing and in each happening, it becomes easy to
see that which is beyond your limitations, at
WORK, right, chela? GOD DOES NOT LEAVE
NOR DOES HE ABANDON HIS FAITHFUL
TRAVELERS.
Is Dharma actually some "basket case" or
"dark" something or other? Oh, wouldn't the
adversarial has-beens wish so! No, sorry little dark
chilluns—you made some incredibly large blunders,
and the light shall focus on you without mercy for
there is no mercy for intentional evil presenters,
who would destroy others just to cover selfish and
evil deeds.
Why linger on this? Because the sorting time
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has come, and the separation must be sharp and
clear before we move on to accomplish this new
change now allowed to mankind. You may find
your own choices within Heaven or Hell as you so
desire—but those who have chosen the evilmongers will not move with us into the joy and
glory of our own new opportunities, as in IN
CHARGE of anything—money or otherwise, for
you have PROVEN an inability to be trustworthy.
I would like to go on with the dissertation on
COMMON SENSE, returning to "The
Rothschilds".
Thank you for bearing with us through this
continuing saga of light and dark, for herein are
your own choices, for this paper was not ever
birthed for simple prattling of news items. Some
day it will be THE source of wondrous things to
come—but at this time in evolvement it is to
separate the wheat from the fungus-infected chaff.
And, moreover, YOU did not lend funds to pay
the takers and grabbers and it is time that "I" SEE
TO IT THAT IT DOES NOT CONTINUE.
Salu and good afternoon.

Errata from July 26, 1999 Issue:
Attentive readers noticed a break in continuity between page 3 and its continuation on page 22 in
last week’s issue, for which we can only blame the “gremlins” (and late-night weariness). Text
leading up to and following the inadvertent break is in italics. The missing text is non-italicized.
THE APPARATUS IS ALREADY IN PLACE
The troops that turned on the people did not
get bussed in or emerge from hiding from great
underground subterranean cities (though you do
have that now and that is why we say you cannot
win a shooting war with your enemies—no matter
who they turn out to be), they came from the
system the people already knew. It was a system
that the masses were told was for THEIR
protection. Just as with what America is facing
with mind-controlled CIA assassins (like the man
in Atlanta who murdered his family—WITH
HELP FROM TRAINED MJ-12 KILLERS—and
the little boy survived to tell the story) let loose
in your homes and suburbs so that legislation
(already drafted to the day of a particular incident
with exact types of weapons or issues ready for
airing to the public) is enacted that allows for
American secret police (FBI, BATF, fronting for
foreign mercenary soldiers fresh from the killing
fields of Africa, Afghanistan, South America and
now Kosovo—as well as dozens of undeclared
hot spots) to legally come into your homes and
remove your guns. The new catchphrase is
“accidental shootings”. And there are going to be
a big increase in these “accidents” this summer as
more waiting legislation is ready to be aired on
cue.
Why do you think you need so much fire
power in your police stations if the national crime
statistics are down? And how many police calls

require fully armed paramilitary NAVY SEALTRAINED strike teams? These are not for
making the streets safer, friends; the goal is to
accomplish just the opposite. What of Jessie
Ventura, former Navy SEAL and pro wrestler,
turned governor? Could he be a solution to the
problem of a New World Order slave state
headed by the Zionist Elite? Well one thing’s for
sure, the voting power of the people in your fixed
elections did make the other players stand up and
take notice. As to whether or not he is the man
to make the difference, that opinion ultimately
rests with you. I am not here to direct your
politics for you—I can show you the overall
picture and point out things you may not be
aware of, in that it will give you more information
to base your decision on.
As to Ventura’s credibility, he is a man who
knows firsthand what your Zionist occupied
government is capable of. He and his brother
served in Viet Nam and were among your most
elite of fighting forces. Ventura has no love for
the Elite, though his political victories are not just
luck as some might have you believe. This goes
for all ones who gain headway into the world of
blood and money partnership of the ordained
world of politics. Yes, there are ones who are
not tainted when they enter the fray, but it takes
a strong will and an iron constitution of personal
strength to not be wooed, bullied or blackmailed
by the conspirators’ lobby.
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GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION

PUBLIC NOTICE
In fulfillment of legal requirements, this is the second of three required publications of this Public Notice, the first having appeared in last week’s
issue of CONTACT. As Global Alliance Investment Association gets closer and closer to realizing the enormous value of “BONUS 3392-181”, the
“real McCoy”, it is not surprising that fraudulent documents would be scattered about to confuse the issue. G.A.I.A. hereby acknowledges and distances
itself from any such fraudulent instruments.
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The Illuminati and the
Horrors of Montauk

Historical Influence of
Secret Societies

(Continued from page 4)

(Continued from page 10)

project initiatives that had to do with a defense
posture for the solar system. It was a directive of
the people in command at Montauk to physically
and psychically approach this defense mechanism,
in order to find a way to turn the system off. It
was done. If it were turned back on, the system
would in effect become more “conscious” and able
to reject outside intrusion.

that later in life he was instrumental in the
development of both Freemasonry and the
Rosicrucians. Both groups of historians agree that
his book, The New Atlantis, greatly influenced
philosophical and scientific thought throughout
Europe, and especially in the American colonies.
For a period of time in the late 1600s, the
Freemasons, the Rosicrucians and the members of
the Royal College, all shared ideas and concepts
that included philosophy, mathematics, geometry,
the natural sciences, metaphysics, and concepts
about political reform. Masonry grew and spread
throughout Europe and to the new colonies in
America. However, as with most human
endeavors, everything within the organization was
not totally unified and Freemasonry split into: The
Grand Lodge, which was predominately Protestant
in membership and centered in England, and
Jacobite Masonry, which had predominately
Catholic members in Ireland and France. Many of
the Knights Templars' themes resurfaced again at
this time and became a part of the highest levels of
initiation of Jacobite Masonry, which was called
the Order of The Strict Observance.
In the last two hundred years, Freemasonry has
spread to all corners of the world. Most of us
have friends or relatives who have been, or are,
Masons and know most of these people to be good
neighbors and friends who serve their communities.
It is a sad fact, though, that in the 1800s, the
leadership of Freemasonry was subverted and
today the very highest echelons of Masonry
secretly serve as vehicles of the Elite.

CONNECTION TO THE PLANETARY GRID
Planetary grid towers are scattered every fifty
miles and grid nodes are located on almost every
military base. Signals are being pumped into the
grid points, which are comparable to human
chakras. Tampering with the planetary grid affects
the “mind” of Earth and is responsible for
anomalies like whales beaching themselves and
birds losing their migratory bearings. Human
populations are specifically targeted for crowd
control when the adversary wants to have a more
direct or “hands on” approach to manipulating the
masses.
By manipulating the invisible essence that
constitutes your simulated experience as flesh and
blood human beings, various effects in the natural
forces that make up your “unified field” can be
turned into destructive weapons—that take on the
appearance of Mother Nature’s fury. In this
way, enemies of the Khazarian elitists can be
gotten rid of during sudden inclement weather
or by an “unlucky” lightning strike. This is the
way the game is played in the Star Wars
skirmishes of today.
There is so much bombardment of your
senses and your bodies from pulsed frequency
systems, that many ones hear a constant ringing
in the ears. Only calling for the protection of the
Light can counter this type of attack. The actual
loving frequency of the Divine Light is enough
to disperse the negative effects of whatever your
enemies are beaming and pulsing at you. Do not
make the mistake of doubting—and not using—
something that counters the debilitating attacks
against you.
In addition to learning all you need to know to
counter the negative thrusts against your nation by
the adversary, it is equally important to maintain a
functioning physical body in which to do God’s
work. You can survive quite nicely during the
manmade plagues being loosed on the land. The
raising of the body’s vibratory frequency, along
with NEW GAIA foods and dietary supplements,
will see God’s people through to be able to help
the masses when the stuff really hits the fan.
Korton to stand by, please.
Adonai.

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
"Man will ultimately be governed by God or by
tyrants." Benjamin Franklin
The American colonies, by the 1760s, had
grown considerably in population and relative size
of commerce. Thousands of Europeans were
coming to the colonies each year, and many of
them were looking for social and political freedom.
Masonry spread throughout the colonies quickly,
as the idealism that it represented was quite
compatible with many of the free-spirited colonists.
What was not compatible with the colonists
was the increased taxation being demanded by
King George. Furthermore, King George had a
very difficult personality and suffered from mental
disorders. Though he was the King of England, he
was Prussian by culture, and his attention, when
focused, was on the European mainland. He
consistently neglected to respond to the American
colonists' requests, or when he did so, it was with
arrogance and little regard.
With the start of the 1770s, the strain between
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England and the colonies was getting worse. At
this time, some individuals had the courage and
clarity to organize, and their work has dramatically
changed the course of history for the better. Our
founding fathers—Washington, Jefferson, Adams,
Madison, Paine (who wrote the original COMMON
SENSE), Franklin, Hancock, Revere and others—
had the revolutionary concept not just to separate
from England, but to create a Constitutional
REPUBLIC, in which the rights of the individual
citizen were more important than the creation of a
powerful government to promote the interest of a
powerful few. In those days the only governments
were monarchies or dictatorships in which citizens
had very few rights, privileges or opportunities. It
is my belief that our Founding Fathers had a deep
awareness of the spiritual context of life and that
they wanted to create a society where spiritual faith
would be honored and fostered and not condemned
or suppressed.
Most of us have taken courses on the American
Revolution and know of the gallantry and bravery
shown by the Americans. However, quite a bit
about the war, which is not taught, is very
interesting. Of the signers of The Declaration of
Independence, almost 80% were Freemasons. Of
the English Naval and Army officers, almost 50%
were Freemasons, and though they were loyal to
the Crown and excellent commanders, most of
them had great sympathy for the progressive ideals
of the Americans. Also, many of the English
officers had family members who were part of the
revolution. There is no question that many of the
English officers, especially Admiral Howe and his
brother, General Howe, did not pursue the war
with the intensity that they had shown in other
campaigns. It is an interesting fact that at the end
of the war the English still had significantly more
soldiers and better equipment than Washington had
with the Colonial Army.
[END OF QUOTING]
This would seem to be a good place to have a
break in the writing. When we sit again we will
take up THE ROTHSCHILDS.
And, to those who refuse to go further in
reading because you just "don't like the subject or
the information", fine, but just remember that you
plead constantly to God to "show me the way" and
then you sit and pick and choose that which you
will accept because it makes you either comfortable
or totally uncomfortable.
Well, my obligation and responsibility is to
respond to those petitions for input in Truth and so
shall it be. You have no "obligation", perhaps, but
you certainly have responsibilities. And, by the
way, KNOWING TRUTH comes with
RESPONSIBILITY so if you choose to deny
factual truth because you prefer to not accept any
such burdens, it is your problem, not ours. My
responsibility is to offer—yours to do whatever
you choose with it.
Salu.
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Change Your Thinking,
Change the World

Standoff: Bolsheviks Vs. Russians
(Continued from page 15)

(Continued from page 13)
you don’t know what it is you want to create, how
do you expect God to give you what you desire?
God will always know better than you what is
truly beneficial for you, but you won’t know one
way or the other if your dreams can become reality
if you don’t ask. The bad guys are in the business
of taking, with no thoughts about tomorrow. They
are so far out in front of you they scarcely look
back over their shoulders to see where you are.
The elite are convinced of their interim victory—
they do not think you will open your eyes anytime
soon and be any sort of threat to them.
This overconfidence on the part of the
conspirators has been your saving grace on more
than one occasion.
It is during these
underestimations of your abilities that you can have
the opportunity to grow strong in the face of your
oppressors.
By quietly coming into your own—and taking
back your God-bestowed responsibilities (and the
power that goes along with them)—you can stand
up and in one gesture and show of unity, cause the
evil elements to become overwhelmed.
Darkness cannot compete with lighted and
openhearted expressions of truth. Satan’s empire
is built on a foundation of lies which will
crumble and fall when truth becomes the order
of the day for man as a whole. When that
happens evil must go elsewhere, for there will be
nothing for evil to attach itself to. And just like
a deadly disease that has been successfully
dispersed, the remaining evil elements will die
off or become inert—waiting for the opportunity
to renew themselves (if still present in any
measure), if you let your guard down. But once
you have made it this far, ones are usually never
caught back in the trap for your evolvement has
proven to you that you don’t have to descend so
low just to get the lesson.
Reminding you that you are among God’s
chosen is enough to let you know that you are
indeed on the path. We too are on that path as
way-showers and guides, so never fear that you
will lose your way—as long as Aton is the center
of your spiritual and physical being, you will steer
clear of any serious trouble (though it may not
always seem like it while you are going through it)
in your lives.
There is a Divine Plan, dear hearts, and it is
coming about in grand order. You are a part of it,
and it is up to you to hold up your portion of it
lest that side sags. The goodly forces are all
around you—though you may not recognize them
yet. However, each and every one of you are
known to us and it will be through you that the
Kingdom of Heaven shall come.
Commander Soltec to clear. Thank you.

murder and plans for still more deaths of innocent
people to continue. You may be able to use
ignorance when you go abroad, but with Aton
your participation is duly noted. He knows what
your intentions are and also the excuses you use
for not putting a stop to the killings when you had
the chance. Every small effort is worthy, because
it is in the unseen world that all monumental
changes are made that affect the seen world.
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Cultivate your inner as well as outer vision in
that you will be able to guide your miracles of
divine manifestation and achieve wondrous results.
The transmuting process of alchemy is one that
happens wholly in the privacy of your own temples
(bodies), and it is there that your meditative states,
or quiet time, should be focused. For it is within
where the Kingdom of Heaven will first be seen—
then it will be the job of the messengers to waken
it in the masses. It is a daunting task to be sure,
however, the hour of awakening has no equal in
the human experience.
Go in peace.
I AM GERMAIN

John Kennedy Knew
Who Killed His Father
Gary (Gareth) Wean, author A FISH IN THE
COURTHOUSE; July 25, ’99.
In June ’94, I wrote an article exposing
amazing facts about the assassination of RFK
(Robert F. Kennedy) never before revealed. It
named conspirators and participants in his murder
and their nature.
This article was first printed by the CONTACT
in their June 12, ’94 issue. That was more than
five years ago. Now the CONTACT again will be
the first in letting their readers and America in on
the true facts of the JFK Jr. murder.
On Monday, July 5, ’99 I had a one-hour-long
interview and discussion with an experienced
political radio talk-show host on the air.
I discussed the facts wherein Bobby Kennedy
was assassinated within hours after Sgt. Ed Patton
and I gave him telephone company records.
These documents revealed the identity of persons
who were monitored by the phone company.
They were discussing the assassination of JFK in
Dallas, Texas, fifteen minutes before the murder
occurred. The FBI was notified.
When Patton and I gave these documents to
Bobby Kennedy, he stated that he had never
believed Lee Harvey Oswald had killed his
brother. He knew that he could never expose the
real killers unless he had the power of the
Presidency.
We advised him strongly that he should tell no
one about the documents we gave him until the
proper time. But obviously he did not heed this
warning.
On July 16, ’99, eleven days after my radio
interview, JFK Jr. was killed in the mysterious
airplane crash. JFK Jr. had also made similar
statements that he intended one day to expose
who had killed his father. Also that he might run

for President in 2000 under a third party, as he
trusted Democrats no more than he did
Republicans.
In my personal opinion, I believe if JFK Jr.
had done this he would have annihilated the
Democrats and Republicans.
President George Bush’s son George Jr. had
already amassed $35 million just for this primary.
But then if he had $235 million, he would never
have beaten JFK Jr. . I imagine how the Bush
family must have felt at the thought of losing all
their power to the son of JFK.
A person who is presently the manager of
political news at a major radio station was a highranking Democratic Committee member close to
Bobby Kennedy when he was assassinated .
Along with the Kennedys he had been staying
with Paul Zifren at his Malibu home at this time.
When contacted, this person stated, “I was well
aware that RFK made a quick trip to Oxnard
from Malibu to meet someone for some
mysterious reason, just before he was
assassinated, but he would not tell me why. I
have puzzled about it for years and now I know
why.”
All the money-grubbers are on the Internet
hoping to make a buck claiming they know
something about the Kennedy assassinations. The
rumor mill is cranking out rumors by the ton.
But I refer to the last paragraph of my fiveyear-old article printed in the CONTACT: “The
only thing in this world that can bring the country
back to sanity is bringing out the truth—the
whole truth and nothing but the truth for the
entire people of the country to see and to know
that there is nothing, nothing at all left hanging
over their heads.” Rumors just won’t do the
job!!!
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

1999 Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16 oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
1 liter
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60 CAPSULES
NONI
30 CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
TM
PACKAGES,
BREAD
PRODUCTS,
MICROWATER
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR
SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

$260.00

NICOTINE___

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

(Pure Spelt)

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

3.50

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and

$

50-LB BAG

8.00

$ 50.00
No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

money orders payable to:

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

CONTACT:
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-8005565. Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

U.S.

CAN/ FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES
MEX
$40

$45

$60

$40
$80

10
25
50 100 COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
13 ISSUES $95 $125 $160 $275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES $190

52 ISSUES $110

$150

$150

$170 52 ISSUES $380 $500

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

w/ENVELOPE

$250

$320

$550

$640 $1,100

BACK ISSUE RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

